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FOREWORD. _

Historically, American education has been responsive to 'the demands
placed upon it by its constituents to resolve human pcnblerns: Curriculum

. the what of learningis influenced by both societal, advancements and
. problems

The'Worldwide,enerpy problem demands that priorit ybe placed upon seek-
. ing solutidns -Hard-hitting shortages have brought'general recognition that

the ,sources of energy are exhaustiblegrEnergy to turn the multitudinous
'wheels of American industry, to transport a highly mobile people, to sup-

t part the conveniences of homes, and to make passible recreational ac-
tivities is becorhing more and more scarce. A complexity of reasons con'-
tkibute 'to this situation. finite energy sources; the demands of life styles
resulting from the technological achievement by people throughout the
world, comparatively limited support to research, and waste.

The energy problem touches the lives of all people.'Hence, schsols are in-
volved in efforts affecting:bur destiny. Students of all ages must be Taught
the energy conservation ethic, which means using energy more efficiently
and with less waste. The significant understanding of iharing among
nations and world dependency must .be actjuired. And as a primary goal,
schools are .called upoii to provide crgative social and scientific thinking,
exploration, and problem-solving epenences. It could well be that some
youths now inschool may discover untapped sourcesof energy, find new
ways lb adapt old sources, and invent new mactimes capable of con-
tributing. to lolutionsefor this complex problem.

-L.

So assist teachers in both the elementary and secondary schools, these in-
service guidelines on energy and energy conservation have been prepred.
It is our hope that teachers will use these materials as astarting point and
.go far beyond in this necessary instruction. A broad effdrt is needed to help
our society deal with a growing problem which affects all (fives and Axperica. ;
itself.

Marti W. EStex
Superintendent ofPublic instibctraii

- .
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INTRODUCTION ,

4

At no other time in the history of our cOuniry.has there been a greater neW
for a national commitment to conserving existing energy sources and seek-
ing new ones. A united effort by all Americans is necessary to fulfill-this
commitment, There is no -better place or time to begin than in today's
schools.-with students who will be tomorrow's adults. It is their lives which
will beaffected by the energy practices and policies of the present.

- .
The teacher's responsibility is a critical one in teaching about the sources
and uses of energy, the -multi-faceted 'problem, and the .energy conserva-
tion ,ethic. Attitudes, along with technology, are important in working
toward solutions. .

.. ,
.,.

Thtzt Division of Educational Redesign and Renewal coordinates the Ohio
D artment of Education's inservice center. Ond of the diiiision's major

. reoonsibilities is the development and dissemination of INDIVIDUALIZED
114$ERVICE PACKETS, practical resources for independent study or for the
use of teacher-leaders working-with groups of colleafues. A Teacher's In-
trpduction to Energy and Energy Conservation is another of these stand- ,.
feee inservice resburces. i .

..

This material is intended to give ;he teacher background inforrnation and ,

general suggestions for teaching units and correlated learning activities.
Sections are directed to: A Problem Shared by All, Causes, What Is .

EAergy?, Energy Sources, Searching for SolUtions, Conservation: An Ethic
' for Everyone, a glossary, find an extensive bibliography. The background in-

formation has been written for all teachers from the kindergarten through
the secondary school. Four teaching units pr9vide for the differentiation of
astruction: kindergarten-primary, upper elementary, middle school, and
high school level. .

Z ,
In addition, a slide pocket is provided for examples of slides related to
energy education. Teachers and students are encouraged to build a slide
collection by taking picItires which show energy sources, uses, conserva-
tion practices and industries in the nearby community.

The major goal of this inservice publication is to give the teacher orienta-
titin- to energy education and the encouragement to do -research and
teaching beyond the initial, condensed content. Another goal is that the

4 materiats will stimulate school districts to build entrgy education into the
curriculi561. I

7
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WHAT IS YOUR E. Q.? Energy Quotient)
1. Why are our major fuels caned fossil fuels?

2. What are the three 'principal fossil fuels?

3 Name three nonfossil sources of energy.

.4. Of nonrenewable fuels, which is most abundant?
t .

5 Givexerni)les of ht5w the study of energy cah be related to science. mathematics.
social studies. literature, art, music..

,6. What ale the basic Causes'of the energy problem?

7. What are positive features ofthe energy shortage? s

8 What two categories combined take over half of the average American famrly's
energy budget?

9. What is the primary use of. transportation 'energy 'in our country?
fr,

10. Why is electricity called secondary energy?

j 1: In what two ways does electrical power waste energy?

12. How were substantial quantities of natural gas reserves wasted?

13. What options do We have to meet energy demand?

14. How is energy defined in physics?

15. What are the NV° states of energy?

16 What two kinds of .energy transformations takeplace in the sun which man has
learned how to durilicate?

tfr

17 The thtee types of energy Conversion processes are mechanical (physical),
Chemical, and nuclear (atter:n.10.

5.
(a) In which of these processes iswaste heat generated?

(b) Which is the primary process responsible for all the energy we have?
(c) Which process takes place in a storage battery?

18. What unit is used commonly to measure potential or.kinetic energy?

19. How is efficiency of the energy process defined? .

20. What are the achiantages and disadvantages of electricity?

8
3
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21 When a substance is heated, it increases the movement of atoms, therefore,
heat is really what kind of energy?

4.

22 Uranium, green plants, coal, natural gas, sunlight, fuel oil, oil shale, and
hydropower are sources of energy.

(a) Which of these sources are renewable or continuous?

(b) Which of fhepe sources are nonrenewable or exhaustible?

23. What generalizations can be made about fossil fuels?

24. Which of the fossil fuels is most abundant in Ohio?:

25. What invention gave the impetus to supplant wood.with'cbal?.

2p. What are some advantages in Using oil or gas over coal? f
27 Which fossil fuel is the principal one not being completely'utikzed in the United

States?

28 What energy conversion process may ultimately create the biggest new market
for coal?

29. What are possible sources of energy for the future?
) -

i30 What change took place in November, 1970 that gave us bause to worry about
sour future oil supply? . ..

.:

31. What is the goal of Project Independence? v

32 Name three technology advancements being made in the energyfield°

,33 What are three advantages of recycling? i-
34. What are problems in total recycling of throwaway Materials?

s

35. What ways does the concern for natural environment figure in the energy
problem? .

...

36 What factors will encourage the development of new energy resources?

37. What is the energy conservation ethic?

38. .How can the energy conservation ethic be practiced in schools? -

39 What are some conservation measures whic'ti May be practiced in the home and
community?...

40 How can local, state and national' government assist in the conservation of
energy?

9
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A PROBLEM" SHARED 13Y'ALL

As we are gaining a realistic view of the energy problem, we have
become aware of the finite nature of fossil fuels. Our students also
need. a comprehensive appraisal befqe the'y can devise ideas for
solutions.. )

QUESTIONS TO GUIDE YOUR READING

At present consumption rates, w en do the op mists say we wi.11
run.out of domestic oil resource IQ the United tates?

When do pessimists say we wi run- out?

How long will our domestic.c al _last?

In- what ways can the study if energy be r

Science

matheMatic§

Social studies

literature

lated to .

te.

art

music?

What is the ptir7 ry Cause,d e energy problem? *.

r
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A PROBLEM SHARED BY ALL
We in America are a problem-

solving sotiebi. yVe live in the
spirit of. "Can do!" and, while we
no longer believe that every
problem has a simple solution;
we believe that man, if he looks
hard enough and works hard
enough, can do much about im
proving his own living conditions.
In this sense, we, like our pioneer
forefathers, are pragmatists. Ourt
approaches to recent problems
continue to evidence this.

As an example, putting a man,on
the moon was- the result of a
clearly defined approach to a

Specific c problem, with im-
plications which reached into
classrooms, where the challenge
was to improve science educa-
tion. More recently, our efforts to
clean up the environment have
had their roots ,in lirgely
successfutpcological programs in
the school g. Thereis no reason totassume that the readjustments
required by a newspriderstanding
of the value and scarcity of
energy sources will not also have
their roots in education;

Yet, the "energy crisis" is a most
. perplexing problem. Daily, the

headlines add' to the confusion.
:We mist redube oil imports and
cut dowp on gasoline
tiort, yet we depend, on the
automobile for shopping and get-
ting to work, and in Ohio many of

owe our jobs to the
'4utomobile industry, We turn

iSown the thermostats., and
sometimes shiver in chilly
classrooms to conserve natural
gas, yet-we are told that America'
his enough coal for many hun-
dreds of years'-'if only someone
car% find ways of using it property.

Butwe have, at least, rrtade some
procji.ess towA recognizing the
problem. In the 1960's, when the
warnings became clear, 'many, of
us /Simply clidn.'t believe them.
Then, vilhen we began 40 feel the
pinch, some of us blamed the in-,
dustrial and political sectors of
our 'society. -It seemed in-
conceiv ble, that America
suddenly ould go from an abun-
dance ..tb shortage bf fuel. But
no iongerl'We at last ale begin-
ning to realize what the
economists have been saying
since befOre today's teachers
were in school. "As t e cheapest
,ener,gy sources are becoming ex-
hausted, the real costs are going
up:'

While Thisgs a problem shared by.
all of us, it is not a situation
whichsit all bib. As we recognize,
for example, the extent of our
dependence upog' foreign
suppliers, we realize that the Un
ited: State mukt move toward
self-suffici ncy in energy supply.

S

The longer we wait in working
towards solutions, the fewer op-
tions we will have. The evidence
is clear that the era of cheap fuel
is ended. It is, however, not a
matter alone of fuel becoming

Thmore expensive. The greater
problem is diminishing availabil-
ity bas-eq, -oh past and present
rates of consumption. ,At issuek.
therefore, is The question of our
nation's whole value system. As
readily. available, domestic
supplies of coal, natural gas and
petroleUrn dwindle, earlier ItalUes
which have led to unrestricted

. consumption must yield jo reality.

Historically, energy sources have
been supplanted by newer, more
efficient sources. E rly man
found he could

with

his own
muscle poWer with the muscle of

.animals for a greater power sup-
ply. As .6ivilizatbn. adveriped,_-
Wood became chief source of-
poSver. During th'e 'Industrial
Revolution, coal supplemented
and then replaced wood as the
fueLto power,rapidly growing and, °.
expanding industry.

lqsavv,.14suppiles ere waning., ,

Our search for alternatives
suggests that we could be Ori the
brink 'Trf another te4pological
revolution - in. energythe dis-
covery of.-new sourcei anCocip-
version. processes.

. .
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The .table below. strikingly in-
dicates that a number of sources
of energy may.be depleted within
the life spans of itudenis now id

-school.

But even this goes not say
enough,. As supplies of oil and
gas level off and decrease, we
obviously will no longer be able
to get nearly 80 percent of ow
power from them. Co*81 reserves
are great. but there may have to
be' trade-offs between coal

f. availability) and envirtITImental
fattbrs. Strip mining is the-only
cost-effective way to reach many
of our coal reserves Nor is it
economically feasible to remove
the sulfur in most of our
bituminous coal, using presently
available technology. Nuclear fuel
reserves are far greater'than the
projected 100-year supply, if
technological develobment of ad:
vanced (Aucleer liowei. plants
(breeder reactors) is Aontinued,

nuclear power deefbpment
has been painfully slow 'and is
attended( with complex en-
vironmental and health koncerns
(osia,y nuclear power accdunts for
only about to percent of? our

04,

total energy budget. Sliale oil
reserves 'in Wyoming, Colorado,.
and, Utah are great, but here
again there are , monumental

'pollution ptoblemst ''Copking oil
shale to- release the oil eaupes
the rock tct swell and produces
alkali compounds:which pollute
poll and watbr -

The situ- ation rs not hoppless
Nehesoiirces of oil are being (Ds-
cotered. New way's are being
found to convert coal to gas New
research is .0Sinting to more.ef-
ficient, uses of atomic energy.
And nbw ways-are being-found to
use old energy sources: the,
energy of the earth, the sun, the
winds 4nd the tides.

- -
But all of this will take time, and
lewd' demand the use-of our best

-

priorities. The "problem is more'
than a mater of adequate supply;
we must decrease our rate of

-consumption while working
toward solutions.

Understandings - about the
sources and uses.of anergy and a
corrirnitment to energy conserve- .

lion require teaching-learning
emphasik. And it is not enough

"simply to come up with lipts.of
"helpful-hints- that studen,ts can-,
ta'ke home:to their parehts. Cer-
tainly: conservation of energy
should starts>: in the home.
However, if conservatidn is to be-

:meaningful, there must be an un-
derstanding of what energy__#,
Where ri.comes from, who -uges
it,-wfty anti how it.is used.

' brain power Today's children the role of enemy has btanng a

need. to learn to cope ;with ale'. upon various sch,00l subjects. The .
situation as it. is being presented ' correlations- with science and
to them, and they."7-must be 'mathematics aref readily noted,
prepared so theyc` may do CoVve'ver, there are others. The

esomethi4,_,..abOu; Prbviding sun, the ultimateenergy sburce,
energy - focused inspwction has - had a dominant influence in
be an ongoing activity, for,it will music andtart. History"chronicles
regale., us to stay aware of the tivancem6nt of societies-in

,swiftly changing use j?.atterns and relationship With energy use.

.1,

Our Fuel Predicdm-erit
i4

U,S, Energy ,;.,

flestources Potential heserves Known Reserves Year Left

11

Oil

Navrar-Gas 1000 trillion

Coal

NuCiear Fuel
": (Uranium)

11)0 billion barrels

3,25 trillion tons

-1.7 million tons

Shale 0,11 Unknown '

billion barrels

25Q trillion cu,ft.

10-30

trillicetons 500-1 i00

.7 milliOn tone 1061-1000 wi
breedet reactor.''.

200 billion barrels UnknoWt:
. c.

NOW
41'

It

Figures are estimates-tlerixed from several sources. Estimatesof epergy resourcei
vary widely, often depending to:some extent on. thb interests of the estimators.
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Literature tells of the lives of peo.
ple involved in the development
of energy Examples are novels
such.ts Richard Llewellyn s Now
Green Was My Valley and A
Cronin's The .qtars .Look Down
The Molly Maguires (19th cen-
tury militant 42ennsylvanp
miners) are the subjects of non
fiction works

Although1nergy use isis6 much
a On of the daily, Jives of
Amerscans, studies indicate a

general lack of awareness about
sources of energy and , how
energy is used to generate
ower The sources of energy

u ed today are simply taken -for
granted "

a

is hoped tbat students will
erse thii careflee or,the

switch psychology by becoming
Hilly and well informed about
energy, uses, conturnption and
related problems Future respon-_

will be upon /their
shoblders. It IS not too early, even
at the kindergarlen.levepOtegin
thinking about -`new and rn-
nova ?ive ways of saving energy
and unlocking -new resources.

For these exercises, our text .can
be the real world as It exists and
changes Arid our school setting
itself can betome a model ,e'nergy
conserv'itioti center We can
maintain lower temperatures,

.
use lights and paper parefully
and then in a mathematics class

Q'

SI 1a
f4

13

8
.

we can .oalculate the effects to
see what they really mesh. nit-%
a driver education class,we can
studythe energy saving (as well
as safety) aspects of good driving
habits In social studies we can
study the energy consumption .
patterns of . children in other, '
cbantries where fuel is already
scarce! And we can visit and
learn troll) people-in the com-
munity wttose job it already is to
conserve energy,' people at the,.
electric °company, the gas com-
pany the school custodian
the schoel bus supervisor and
others.

The possibilities, fur. _ learnin,g by
doing and seeing for ourselves.
are limitless!'

s'
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Man's ability to-controt and del/plc.-11 energy sources has helped to
make civilikation.posiigle. To save civilization; he must,now buy
time for finding newlenergy zsources by'conserving the fossil fuels
that iretleft... . , ,,4

. *

.0.1JESTIONSTO-GOIDE YOUR READING.

Whit 'two. categories combibed take over half of the ArneriCa.n
fam-iljeVenergy budget?: ,

.

What fraction of ail American workers have jobs associated with
i-the--eutornobile business?

k

,Wien will nuclear powerbegin to make major contributions to our
electricapply?

What is called s&Ondary energy?

Why is it called secondary energy?',.

I-fow did we waste substantial: quantities of out natural gas
reserves?

What do we neetio get to an era of en*gy'abundance? (one word).

. 14
9



From early man to thd$ present,
progress can be recorded in one
way as a series Qf technological
jumps each one directly related
to energy use. Man's control of
fire with wood as the primary fuel
permitted him tr cook and
preserve food, to live in an
otherwise inhospitable enyiron
ment With coal, a More concen-
trated energy source, he could
develop manufactu(ing and ex
pOite trade via steamships and
aareads Orl and natural gas
gave him added mobility.* and
opesLed new prospects _for
chemical technology Nuclear
energy already has permitted
significant advances in medical
diagnos.s and treatment ;through
X rays). it has only begun to be
realized as a portable source of
power' capable of making the.

deserts bloom . and powering
spacecraft Concepts unheard of
only a few .years dgosuch as fu-
von, utilizing the almost limitless
hydrogen of the oceans as a
primary energy sourceare now
nearly . within the realm of
tectuval feasibilrty

We may, beon the threshold of an
era' when the ability td use
almost limitless energy will be
shared by al! mankind But what
is needed to cross that threshold
is time, and that's what we're
runntng out of Man is literally in
a.race with himself As teachers,
we have the opportuluty and the
responsibility to help make sure
that tomorrow's citizens under
stand the .impficabons of the
race

We are running -out of time
because we are exhausting our
fossil fuels on which we have
placed great dependence. It is

CAUSES.
with these fuels that we heat Out
homes, cook our food, operate
our factories, and turn the
wheels for moving people and
products. These fuels have
powered the auto age and the
beginnings of the space age

A noted geologist' has described
the situation

When the first settlers landed on
the eastern shore of this conti-
nent they were confronted by a
forest than-came down to the
water's.- edge. Since wood was
the basic fuel for both heating
and cooking. they must have
been encouraged by the
seemingly inexhaustible supply of
firewood. This could have been
the origin of the Anierican at-
titude toward energy resources
namelyour resources of fuel
are so huge as to be virtually
inexhaustible.

Natural gas peuPed from the oil
,wells suih enormous quan-
tities that there was nothing to do

..buj burn it at the well, the night
sk{, was lit by hundreds of oil-
well flares. We didn't know what
to do with it so we wasted it. The
bountiful flow of oil and this un-
usable oversupply of gas added to
the American conviction already
established -we have vast
energy iesources. First it Was
wood, .then. coal theIt natural
gas.

But our convictions were based
on assumptions, not on facts. We
could, and did, cut down the trees
faster than they could be grown.
We were mining .coal as fast As
we knew how, until the pace was
slowed by the arrival of cheaper
land less polluting) 'oil and
natural gas. Then oil field after oil
field was depleted. Not that all
the oil had been recovered .

..../19ut enough' had been removed-to
As the population pushed lower the reservoir pressures,
westward into Pennsylvania and
western Virginia, coal was dis-
covered Exposed on hillsides and
in stream valleys, coal seemed to
be everywhere.

Then' in the mid-1800's, well
before the outbreak of the Civil
War, oil yeas discovered in
western Penrw&ania. In (epic/
succession, oil was found in New
York, Ohio and West Virginia. In
the early 1900's, the search for
oil moved to the mid-continent
and then southwaid into Arkan-
sas, Louisiana and Texas. Also,
oil seemed to be almost
everywhere.

Richard J Anderson, Battelle
Memorial Institute
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and now the oil would not flow
into the wells, and the recovery
of the remaining ail could cost
more than it was Worth. We were
punning out of cheap oil.

.Gas fields gradually gave up their
reserves, and the search for new
gas deposal was pushed (but not
energetically) .

To make up for the shrinking
supplies at home, the oil and
natural-gas .compenies increased
imports from abroad. And all the
time these critical .developments
were going on, there were few
words of warning, or even cau-
tion . We were on an un-
precedented energy outlay
.Then name the ail embargo of
late:49 73 .#



Clearly, we are living on an earth.
which is limited in its capacity to
satisfy our enormous demand for
energy supplied by fins!! fuels
We must stop using energy
which is-fed from these' sources
as if they would last forever

Energy is consumed almost
equally in the major sectors of
our national economy transport
tam)), residential /commercial,
and industrial Eledtriiity genera-
tion accounts for one -fourth of
our energy consumption Elec-
tricity is often called secondary
energy. for it requires conversion
of a primary energy source such
as coal, petroleum, nuclear fis-
sion. or, hydropower . for its
generation

Americans have more 'than
doubled their total energy con-

isureption in the last 25 years-
tDernand for energy, per capita,
has increased by 50 percent in
that tl ie Clearly, our use of

-energy extends well beyond our
needs into the limitless category
of wants

Now much energy are we really
consuming? The following, table

-shows the 1-973 eriergrbtidget
(or the ayersge.American family.

. when each family spent about.'
seven percent of its income on
energy Gasr3line for the family
automobile(s) accounted for over
a fourth of the average family's
energy outlay, exceeding the ex-
pense of home heating
Americans spent almost17 times
as much for enemy to operate

. automobiles as on pubhc
transportation

Consider oUr affair with the ever-
present automobile The rdligty 2

100 million cars in.this country
almost 50 percent-of the world
totalconsume more than 75
billion gallons of gasoline m

S.
Energy Use in the United States Today, by Sector (1971)

Transportation

Residential!
Comm'ercia!

frOuStrie

Electricity
Generation

Percentage
of Total Major
Consumption Source(s)

24 Petroleum and
petroleum prod-
ucts (95%)

20 Natural gas (40%)
Petroleum (40%)
Electricity (15%)

Natural gas (45%)
Petroleum 425%)
Coal (20%)
Electricity (9%)

28 Coal (55 %)
Natural gas (20%)

Examples of End (hes

Moving our vehiclesautomobiles,
trains, planes, ships, trucks

Space heating and cooling, water
heating, cooking., refrigeration,
air conditioning, lighting, clothes ,

drying, running appliances (for
homes. stores; offices)

Operating miatti'ines to 'produce
wide array of Manufactured
goods.

Sectric power plants generate
electricity for other sectors (less

Hydropower (10 %) than 50% efficient), electricity
Petroleinn (10%) generation not an end use

Source: Dupree and West, United Stotts Energy Through the Year 2000. US. De-
pa-tment of the Interior, 1972.

Annual Household Energy Budget for Average American Family (Mid-1073)

Equivalent AmountEnergy End Use Form of Energy Percent of Gasoline (gallons)
Autonobile Gasoline 282 911

*.ace Heating
sa

Natural.Gas, Oil &
Electricity

27.8 897
44*

yaps' Appliances . Sect:Pico 2.7 88
Water Heating Histural Gas, Oil & 62. 201'

Electricity

Air Coed-if:waning Elect. rilcity 1.6 53
Lighting & Other Electrical Electricity ° 1.4 46
Cooking Natural Gas &. 12 60

4Electricity

triscellari-eixis Household & Gasoline 0.6 20 'Recreatiw

Public Transportation Set Fuel, Diesej & 1,7 54
(Intercity, Ncetbunness ElCctricity
Tnicisf

(1rstratity Tnps)% Costs& & Electricity 0,1 5

Vs(trsta, Heat, Ek.-trioty- Coal,..01, Natural 21.8 1 704
Poner Generation Gas & Nuclear

Refinery Loss in Gasoline
. ,

Petroleum 5.9 192
Procbction

TOTALS 10.0 023).
Source. CitinhirAction Guide to Energy Coesserraton. Citirens Aqinsory Committee

on Enyironmehtal Clisse.Ity, 1973.
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traveling more ttlan a trillion
mites a year One out of six work
ing Americans lies a 0)
associated wa.h the automobile
business The total annual energy:
used by passenger cars -in the
United States (including fuel con-
sumed, losses in petroleum refin-
ing to nake gasoline and oil,
energy used in manufacturing,
and repairs) is equal to nearly
150 billion gallons of gasolthe or
one quarter of gross national
energy consumption White
transportation energy consurrip:'
tion in most other countries is
primarily for hauling goods, in the
United Stalls it is primarily,*
hauling people In. the chart
below, originally published in
early 1974, the U S Office of
Science and Technology has
plotted this dramatrc fact

. Three decades ago. Ohio, like
many other states, was iryterlaced
by a system of interurban

',railroads These railroads pro-
vided cheap, reasonably con-
venient transportation btween
population centers, Where are
they now?

As the cheaply fueled automobile
became America's deople mover.
our patterns of living, goin to
work and shopping than ed
Attempts to replace the auto with
public transportation have not
been successful No longer do we
walk to the grocery store, we
drive to the shopping center
There are signs that some of us
are rediscovering the bicycle
However, many people still would
rather take the family car to
recreational areas' rather than
walk or put up with the in-
convenience of a bus

The fact of the matter is that we
are so accustomed to using abun-
dant. cheap energy that a sincere
national consepation effort will

*lye to be a trcing one

It is true that, with six percent of
the world's poptilatton,
Americans now consume one
third of its presently available
energy However. the substitution
of mechanical energy for muscle
power has traditi y been a
source of nati pride in a

world that acclaimed inven--
tiveness, technology, and a high
standard of Irving.

In the midst of plenfy and the ex=
hilaration of discovery, we have
come to depend almost exclusive.'
ly for energy on exhaustible, non-
renewable fossil kels. ThZ fossil
fuels in the earth now are, for
practical purposes, all that we .

will ever have This dilemma is at
the heart of man's current energy.
problems

Alarmed by the present situation,
some of us are taking the.attitude
that this has been wrong. We
lose sight of what can be done to

Transportation Wheel of Energy Consumpticin in the United States

TRUCKS AND BUSES 22.2%

PLANES 129S0

d-

7.<

FARM
VEHICLES 4.85

SHIPS 44%

TRAINS 2 9%

17
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make the world a better place
through the constructive use of

chnology If new power sources
an be developed, there is no.

reason to believe that' v_ve cannot
retain the,truly meaningfuliaarts
of our technology and continue to
spread the advantages of
mechanical power to other coun-
tries But until we have new
sources,-we must five prudently

Some of today's best science
students will be helping design
more efficient energy conversion
systems Meanwhile, weii must
make do with machines which
are notoriously wasteful in,
design This waste is illustrated
by , the ayserage automobile
engine. whilEh operates at less
than 30 p6rcent efficiency A
home (*.furnace is 65 percent
efficient An industrial gas tur-
bine .iSortly 35 percent efficient.
A steam turkine is less Mali 50'
percent efficient in 'generating,.
electricity, and when that elec-
tricity is transmitted long dis-
tances, there are substantial
losses from the power +nes. Pru-
d§e operation of mechanical

mdevices 'can minimize heat
losseswhether the heat goes
up the chimney, into the cooling
water of a pdvier plant. Or is Jost
by friction in the brake linings of ,
'the Jam ily tar

Well worth remembering are,
these seven thought-provoking
energy shortage facts

(1) No- smote "nevi' source of
energy is going to materialize

'Suddenly and rescue us from
today's shortages

(2) It will be 1977 or 1978 before,
the AVskan pipelines are
finishes to bring us oil and
natural gas from Prudhoe
Bay*

(3) It will be 1979 'or 1980 before
new gas or oil deposits can be
found off the Atlantic and
Pacific coasts of the United
States -and brought into
production, if indeed they ac-
tually exist there, and if they
can be recovered without dis-
astrous effects on the
environment.

(4) New plants.to produce syn-
thetic natural gas or synthetic.
fuel fermotor vehicles will re-
quire at least 3 or 4 ygars to
build, even if we could decide
now what process to'employ
It coiLld be 1982 oil 1985
before significant = supplies of
synthetic fuel .begin to cir-
culate through the national
drstributton system.

(5)' Nuclear-reactors, on order or
under construction, take
years to complete. Major
nuale6r contributions of elec-
tricity to the national stipply
are not expected before 1985
(Today's nuclear share of the
national energy budget iS' less
than two-percent.) ,

(6) Advanced nuclear develop-
ment. such as commercial
breeder reactors, could be 10
to years away.. Fusion.
despite neVi., and encouraging
discoveries, is still a hope for
the 21st century, not the
20th

(7) Important additions to the
normal energy budget from
solar. geothermal, or tidal
sources are not expected for
another 10 to 20 years .

These facts le ad to an un-
avoidable conclusion our only
recourse during the next 10 years
or more is to increase fuel im-.

'ports or reduce our consumption'
It may be uneconomic to seek

.1
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total energy independence in the
very short run Yet, to increase
our imports will mean a growing
balance of trade deficit and possi-
ble further devaluation of the
dollar. The other option is to
conserve wherever energy. is
used. got b throwing away our
electric toothbrushes (which con-.
sume a paltry 6/10,000ths of
one percent of our electricity) but
by careful .and intel nt use of
dwindling resources.

'Richard J Anderson, Battelle
Memorial Institute
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WHAT IS ENERGY?

We get our ability to perform work from the sun'. Much energy is
stored as 'nonrenewable fuel resources. To conserve these
resources, we must eliminate waste . : . particularly .waste heat.

$

QUESTIONS TO GUIDE YOUR READING

How is energy defined in physics?

What are the two forms of energy?'

What two kinds of enevy transformationg take place in the sun

The three types of energy conversior prOesses are mechahical
(physical), chemical, and nuclear. (atomic).

k in which of these processes is waste heat generated?

(b), Which is the process responsible for all the energy we have:,

Which process takes place in a storage battery?
..A

What unit- is used commonly to measure potential or kinetic'
energy?

When a substance is heated, it increases the movement of atoms,
therefore, heat -is really what kind of energy?

' 19
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WHAT IS ENERGY?
Energy is a word used widely, but
often with little thought .There
are' problems of meaning and
problems in scale Sheer energy
in a teleVision hosiery ccirhener-
cial may confuse youngsters., nor
does it seem meaningful to
equate the energy in a popular
breakfast foticf with what the
news commentators discuss
when they Consider new

emanifestations of the energy
cusis (though of course, food
shortages and energy shortages
are inexorably related) Fre-
quently, students may be con-
fused and apprehensive, perhaps
even turned off To turn them
back on,' and provide new
awareness, it's practical to 'in-
troduce energy thinking into/.
other instructional areas, as v'well.
as science

C

"How did the Pilgrims use
energy?-Whdt etergysourpes did
you use this Morning in getting
up and coming to school? What
can liou do each day to save
energy, and how much can you
save? What energy source's are
dsed by the school?" These are
some of the questions one can
ask

We all know' that energy is the
capadity or ability to perform
work What, then, is work? Work,
in physics, is a push or a pull
(called a force) on an object
which, causes that object to move
against a resisting force such as
friction, gravity, or simple inertia
Since effecting._ movement is
what we mean by work, Obviously
play is d kind of work, as are all
human actions,

' I
Any moving object is capable of
performing work and therefore
possesses energy,. We call this

". energy the ener9 of movement
'or kinetic energy; rock- alling

, frOrn, a cliff ihto - sof of water

Furthermore,. any
toiravity,has kinetic energ
onary ob-

ject also possess- 44 capacity
for movrng and peif.-- work,
for it, too,-ig acted ut g'rav-
it'y, _which is opt), by. a
stronger iiresistng fo ':keeprng
the objdct frcirri me g. The
slationary object. SEX as Jhe
rock on the cliff before the fall,
pos,sesses the energy of position
or potential energy.

Pbtentiel and kinetic are the tinro t..

states of energy. An object at any
given moment is either_at rest or
in motion: its enewy is either

Energy transformationsA Pendulum

)III// 1/ 1/ .. \- 1

/ energy changing
from-Potentist
to Kinetic

Highest Point of Swing
Waxirrhim POTENTIAL Energy
(ball at Pest).

energy changing \
from Kinetic to
Potential

Lowest Point of Swing
Maximum KINETIC Energy
(ball at fastest weed)

Higher ; Point of Swing
Return to MaximuriS
POTENTIAL Energy
(ball again at resin

'For atustrative teaching procedures, see the teaching units
.

4.V
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potential s or kinetic Obviously.
work is done only after an object
passes from the potential state to
the kinetic state, when its 'Stored
potential energy is released A
swinging pendulum illustrates
the transformations of energy
from potential to kinetic and back
again

Several different proces'ses may
bring about a change in the
energy of an objeCt from potential
to kinetic These procegsee .are
either mechanical (physical).
chemical' or nuclear (atomic) in.
nature

All of these energy-state trans-
fermations *set,,somethirig In mo-
tion which then has the capacity
for performing work The' very
first process is a nuclear process
The sun is a corrtmuous source of
nuclear and th.Kmonuclear
energy it releases energetic
nuclear particles and 'waves"
(photons) which 'contiguously
t3ombard the earth

by
of 'this

energy absorbed by the earth s
atmosphere. Some of it (sunlight)
penetrates the atmosphere.
where it strikes green plants
which convert it to .chernical
energy by a natural process,
photosynthesis its this natural
process that is responsible for all
the fuel we burn. Wood comes
directly from green plants' Coat
oil. n.d 'natueaf. gas are the
fossilized rematns oi-greenprarits
and of plant ai-id animal
organisms Which consumed
them

When chemiCal energy is used
up. there is no actual loss of
matter That is. the combustion
products of coal or oil weigh as
rftuch as-the fuel did in the first
place But in the sun, matter is
actually transformed into energy
And, as we learn from science.
the possible energy yield from
converting matter is tremendous

In the sun theie are two
processes, fission (the splitting of
heavy atoms) and fusion (the
Combining of light atoms) We are
beginning to use the fission
process directly 40 produce heat
in nuclear power plants We have
produced fusion energy so far
only in the hydrogel) bomb
Man's hope for ultimate plentiful
supplies of energy rests on better
control of the fission and fusion
processes*

- Except_ in .a few cases. such as
storage batteries. heat is always
generated as an intermediate
step: between chemical energy
and mechanical energy Heat
causes air, steam, or some other
gas to eipand, and thk expanding'
gas sets something in motion In
nature, a cloud may be set in mo-
tion In* man's envronment, the
heat can be used to drive a piston
or turn, a Wt)eel. No mechanical..
device evenapproaches being a

.perfect energy converter, some
heat always is lost to the sur-
roundings, and there are other
losses when heat is generated by
friction

We get most of our electrical
power from Mechanical energy,
requiring another conversion step
and more friction losses. In a
storage battery, chemical. energy
is converted directly into elec-
trical energy but there still is
some heat loss. Qevices for don-
yerting heat energy directly to
electricity are being investigated
in the laboratory and ultimately
may become importantassets to
enfig), conservation

-

When. potential energy is con-
verted io kinetic energy, heat is
evolved, plus possibly light and
sound. Actually, heat-is really a
form of kinetic ener§y due,
basically, to the mcceased"move-,
ment. of atoms in the substance`

Processes of Energy Transformation

MECHANICAL Force pUshel or pulls on an object causing it to overcome
physical) resistance and move. Origin of force may be man, other Alma!,

plant, wrncl,ineter, machme,heat.gravity, magnetism.

Examples; bowling ball strikes pins;
plant pushecup through soil.
tornado uproots tree;
milk is poured on cereal;
toaster pops up toast.

CHEMICAL TWo or more substances brought into coot under certain con-
cause reaction which moves ing (often, ax?Irsion

due to heat generated).

A

NUCLEAR
bitoirac)

Examples. effervescent tablet fizzes ih wate(r,.
ke rises in oven,
tch burns when -struck,

4 Tremendous potential energy holding atomic nucleus together is
transformed to heat and light and great expansion 9f sir. Some
matter is transformed directly to energy.''Two processes (a) haws
or spinet; of nucleus by bombardment with subatomic particles;
(b) fusion or joining of two nuclei under greatileat and pressure.

Examples: nuclear power plants, "atomic" sub-
rr9rines. $tom bomb (all fission); sun's
surface, hydrogen bomb (fusion).

21
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that is heated ,Because he t is a
result of every energy ahsfor-
mation, and because a y energy
source can be convert d into an
equivalent amount of eat. thq
measurement for eatthe
British thermal unit (Btu)is
used commonly to measure
potential or kinetic energy One.
Btu is the amount of heat re-..
quired to raise the temperature of
one pound of water one degree
Fahrenheit There ace about
13,000 Btu in a pound of
bituminous coal, 1,032 Btu in a
cubic foot of natural gas, 132,000
Bty in a gallon of gasoline, and /,
145.000 Btu in a gallon of home
heating oil.

When one state or form of energy
is derived from another, we have
energy-to-energy conversions,
these are happening all the time
around us (and even inside of
ult) The one ,irfrponant thing to
remember is that you get only as
much out of an energy-to-energy,
conversion as'ijou put in; only the

.
forms states Of energy are
thane when energy fS. con-

' ioerted frorrionerform. to another.
The're's no suchhbing as getting
something for.n6thmg.

4
Of' ell -energy conversions pc-
curfing all the time, only a very
few will result in Work aseful to
men We increase die number. of
conversions that generate useful..!
enirgy through ,b-rrverterS called
machines, whu-..h transfotm
energy of one frkm, the fuel, into
energy of another .form, the
product. An automobile engine
converts; by burning. the fuel
gasoline, a form of stored
chemical energy.- into the
mechanical energy of motion
Our own bodies convert food into
movement, heat, and all life

'processes . The excess heat and
sound generated by an
automobile engine are mostly
waste energy, not useful to pur

purpose of moving from place to
place

The term efficiency of a conver-
sion process or a machine refers
to the ratio of useful product to
the total amount of input (or, out-
put). As users or converters of
vast quantities ofenergy, we are
thereloie concerned not only
with the supply of energy
available to us, but equally with
the efficiency oour energy-

'conversion proces s

plentiful, but they wilt -requsre
many years of technological
development, Potentihily, the fuel
for thermonuclear fusion .is as
abundant as the hydrogen in the
oceans, but realistic fusion power
may have to wait for. the 21st
century.. This leaves. non-
renewable fossil fuelsCoal, oil
and natural gasas today's prin-
cipal energy sources. (Hydroelec-
tric power and other nonfuel
sources account for only
part of our energy budgel.) We
must _simultaneously conserve
our remaining fossil fuels and
learn how to use them at ef-
ficiently as possible.

Electricity is ,clean, available n-
'Stantly, and easily transmitted.
Since 1950, generation of ec-
tricity in. ;his country as in-
creased by a' factor o four.
Win/ever.; both the generation
.and transmission of electricity in-
vokte some . waste energy.
Generation of electricitythe
conversion of fuel to elect?ical
energyis less than 50 percent
efficient in- even the most modern
plants. In many of ,the older

.plants as much as two-thirds of
the energy. generated is lost as
waste heft Which is exhausted as
"th. etrpl pollution'" through plant
stacks anti cooling water.. Ten
percent of the electricity actually
generated is lbstclurmg transmis-
sion Newly developed and costly
means' of transmitting electricity
through chilled underground
cables t1e;.41.: the potential of
reducing this loss mesIsurably

We -have seen that all energy
conversions and all our sources
of energy can be traced back to
nuclear energy in the sun. Man is
only beginning to make use of
nuclear energy conversion
processes ori.the earth the fuel
that is 'presently available for
these processes (an uncommon
form or isotope 9tf uranium called
U-235) is limited in extent and
costly to obtain. Other potential
fuels for nuclear fiSsion, the split-
ting of heavy atoms, are more

22
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ENERGY SOURCES

I'

Coal is the only fossil fuel still widely abundant in the United
States, but there are problems associated with mining and using it.
Ohio is a, major prodOcer, but Ohio coal. is high in sulfur content. .

QUESTI9NS TO GUIDE YOUR READING

Uranitr, green plants,' coal, ,natural gas, sunlight, fuel
;

oil, oil
shale, and hydopowe are sourced of energy.4

.

- (a) Which of the-se sources are renewable or continuous?

(b) Which of these sources are nonrenewable or exhaustible?

What are the three principal fossil fuels?

Which.df the fossil' fuels is most abundant in Ohio?,-

What percent of U.,S.. ener,gy comes from petrdleuin and natural
'.gas? .. ,.. .

Ohio supplies_ what 'perbent 9fthe,,pe,roleum that iq..1.4sed in the .
state? .. - ,, , - -,',

I v
%.: I .

.1

AtIlthe:beginnipg of the -20t14 egntury,ioal supplied about 90,per.-;
___ ce tat the dinrenewable, inanimate energy in the United-gfaes..-:v .,Ho ratighliees it supply now? -

A . . 4

t

-. 'icio rawly-mink:in ton_,,pf to-al each' year jlialf tittla,K9quction} ._

- ,-...., .

-.,

c9m frj:Yrn deep:tiritiergrourifiTrig7 ,:-- :-
.

.- , ..

The ernaihjng-U.S.-doal produCtion 'each year, comes from what
type t raining?' -.

Whatis the prificipal disadvantdge df Ohio doal?\--- .
z ;

e

%. r
18
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ENERGY SOURCES
Same ener0 is obtained from action The end products=o11,
sources directly related to the natural gas, and coalcontain
flow of heat a light from the large quantities of stored solar
sun We can ter these sources, energy in the form -of
cautiously, renewable- or con- hydrOcarbons.
tinuous energy resources. As

as the sun rises every mor-' We canJong
nJng, its energy will be available
and constantly replepished.* The
amount of solar energy received
daily by two square:miles of the
earth's surface equals the energy
released by,burning 7,000 tons of
coat or the daily energy output of
Hoover Dam However, we lack
the technology to stOre most of
the sun's energy, if we knew
hoW, a year's supply of energy for,
the wqrld could be gathered from
sunlight reaching the earth in
three hours arffi 12 minttes As a
Source, solar edergy iS presently
very costly, but extremely
valuable What is needed is an
inexpensive means of converting
solariadiation to useful energy.

ti
Other energy sources which owe
their existence ultimately to
energy from the sun and the
earth's formation are stored in a

'kind of "potential energy fund
Their supplies have finite limits
an in most cases; are not being
replenished. .They are
nonrenewable or exhaustible
energyjesources

We call these foss4fuets beiause
they were formed from animal
and vegetable matter that
collectedat Dae bettem-b# anpient_

Seas and m swamps d'ationi of
years ago. This debris was buried
by inonanic rAidue and-
lected to great hear and pressure
as well aA'bacterial and chemical

-
`A total of 13 9 x '7102' Btu reaches
the earth daily

make sbveral
generalizations about the fossil
fuel§ Which account fo 'more
than 95 percent of the-inanimate

'energy supply in our state.

All are found primarily within
the earth and extracted at
great cost. This means'expen:.
sive exploration to locate them
(wept for coal) and large in-
vestments of capital to extract
them (especially in the case of
off-shore petroleum and coal).

AIV: are 'storable and
transportable petroleum by
pipeline, tanker, barge, truck
And rail, natural gas by
pipeline (liquefied natural gas
by special tanker grid barge);
and coal -by rail and slurry
pipeline.

Oil and coal have important
nonfuel uses akrew materials

production of plastics,
lubricants, alid the. like. In the
future, many experts feel that
coat may actually be bette,
suited for (and ,could be more
efficiently used in) such non -
fuel capacities (nonfuel use of
coal now accounts for asbout
five perce,nt of the total, use).

B"ecattse of their lo-.1tiori, corn
paition (especially when high
in sulfur), and the process by
which they are converted, coal,
and td' a much less extent,.
petroleum and.gas, require an'
alterationluf the landscape in
their extraction and can
release .pollutants into the air

19
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and water when produced -and-
used

They are' all -14rgely, burned:,
releasing heat energy to per-
form work,

All are nonrenewable...
Early in his deyelopment, man
learned to tontrol the .release.of
stored solar energyethrough.fire.
By learning how to use this basic
chemical reaction, he became th'e
only ,specs capable of con-
trolling its own environment.
Later ca agriculture, ,the
domkstication of animals, and the .

harnessing of the kinetic energy,
of wir?ds and falling water, git.'s;

windmills, and water wheels.

For 1 selverg centuries, two kinds
of renewable energy sources
,wind and waterand two kinds
of nonrenewable sources (which
must have seemed infinitely
renewable to early users)77-wood
and coalvied as thee -rnajox,
producers of mechanical work
output for civilized mart. But the
scales became weighted toward
coal when the steam engine
came into being .200 ,years. ago.

m(Fittingly, two of the first major
uses of the steanyengirle were to
pump water Oaf mines and
to transport trainloads of coal to
factories.) Wind power had its
last great days in the 19th cell,
tury, before the corgpletion of the
Panama-tGana_l, when clipper

.5.41.14*o.4pht cargos around the
fii!. of S'aint America_

In the United States, as wood
was -used up and an expanding'
population began to demand in-
dustrial products, the change to
fossil fuels-7though later than in
Ew'ropeoccur4d at an

4



accelerated rate In 1850, Coal
accounted for oily 10 percent of
American fuel consumption,
wood for. 90 peroeht. But,
188.5, coat passed wood, andhy .

1910, the situation of 1850 was
reversed ,,coal 90 percent, wood
10 percent Afte' World WEIL
petroleum was twice as impor-
tant as 'wood, though 'coal was
still predominant But, by'1946,
the, petroleum fuels began to out-
rank coal.

, .

Known for centuries a§ a product
of; oil seeps oozing directly from
the ground in a few parts of the
word, oil was first obtained by
drilling in Pennsylvania in 1859.
Fpr hundreds of year's it had
relatively minor use for .lighting
and heating, but major use in
transportation began around
1900 Some 25 years ago,
geologists 'found evidence of
large deposits of oil just off the
coasts of some lands, under the
'oeean and under what is called
the Continental shelf Offshore-
oildrilling offers the, major hope
fO,r finding new oil. to replace
diminishing supplies today. But
offshore drilling is costly and sub-
ject to the possibilities of leakage
which can pollute be,ach areas.
Nor is it easy to extract oil
wherever it is found. (The
"'gushers" so often. pictured are
the rare exception t6 the normal
recovery proces's.)

Oil does not occur in large reser-
yoirs underground, but rather it i§4
found in the interstices of sand,
and rock It is held there so, firmly
that often no more than a tenth
of it will come to the surtace un-
aided by pressure. Frequently.
-even pumpi-ng ts -not -enpugh
beCause oil is so viscous and the

is relatively non-porous.
Even with best available
technologiei, only about a third
of the oil in ,arilt field may be
recovered When water flooding,

,
qtr 1

to

r1

gas injections, and urtcir;ground
.combustion are used, the
rep:Nary may be as high as 70

spercent, but such high-cost
processes may not be .fustifieCi.
The law price of oil has led'to
waste and has discouraged ex

s
plOrAtion for new supplies:

Natural gaspreviously wasted- -
bean its popularity in the 1940'S
with the completion otpipelines
linking gas,fjelds with user'eities. '
For two 121Rades beginriing, in
1940, the consumption of natural
gas increased at an, average rate.
of 6.6 percent a year, 2r-bpre-
senting nearly two:thirdss of the
growth in the country's energy.
production. Gas is cleans,"apd it
was cheap, with price's' held
clown by Federal regulations. In
the early 1970's, natural gas
powered 43, percent of.industry
and heated and/or coolea:the
homes-of t50 million Americans.
Recent Federal regulation At the beginning ofthe 20th "cen-
changes have encouraged the tury, coal supplied about 90 per-
developinent of natural gas Cent of the nonrenewable, in-
resources energy in the. Unitedresources by specifying highar,
rates fo'r gas from "new" weils State Since that time, . coal

than from "old" but production. has remained rela-

because Constant but coal's share ofbecause consumption is so great,
the .energy bUdget has droppedOur gas reserves have an even

shorter We expectancy than our _drastically! Meanwhile, oil dfid
.

placesoil reserves. natural-gas have changed blaces
with coal -

Though available since the
American continent was se4d,
coal still presents problems !in
mining and exploitation. 'Ab
300 million tons .of coal
year. half of U'S. rqductik,
come from deep undergroitbd
mining: But deep mining is
declining because of costs, b bustion sources. Our massive .

hazards, and poor working c,n-. high- pressure gas .pipeline '-

ditions. The other half of Uni netwg'rk* makes natural gas'
States. production of coal corn* available in most homes, .,gas
from strip mining, and ,this falf heating units are clean, cpn-

..zt

must increase if We are to 1/4' venient and inexnensive. ,Oil 'is

)
which are low in. sulfur

in the west, away
from centers of popu,9tion.
Although companies are working
on anti-pollutroil measures,
technology has not Yet found an
economical way' to remove the
sulfur from high- sulfur coal
before it is burned.

lie

Coal is the only major fostil.fuei
which could be utiltzed% more
carnpletelit the United Slates
No industry ha a greater a or-
tunity to respon to nergy
problem. We 'have 20 percent of
the world's supply; in fact,
percent of all our fossil fue
reserves are in the form of coal
deposits. We also.have relatively
large depotTiiThi'oil shale; but ex-
tracting the' oil presents major
problems of cost and en-
virbnmental,disruption.

c

t

F,.

Sonid 77,percent of etnitea States
energy now comes from oil and
natural gas, and reasons for this;
are not'llard to find. Petroleum
fluids are .easier to hjndle.and
use than coal solids, particularly
for cars and otheE mobile com-

coal to fill the energy gap,,
strip mining has well known

--,vironmental problems. Apo
diffic Ity id-that,dur coal resq,

20
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the versatile; source of a wide
a riety of liquid fuels and

-chemicals, and it is relatively
easy to remove polluting Aulfur/



C.?

from oil Everi with price in;
creases at the pump, gasoline is

,, still fairly cheap During the 10
years prior to thetime of the Arab
oil embargo W. 1973, gasoline
prices increased considerably
less than half as much as prices

2 for other consumer items

On the horizon are ways of syn-
thesizing gas and liquid, fuels
from coal, of converting un-
derground cbal "deposits to gas
without mining them first
Twenty years ago gas made from
coal. was widely used in the Un-

Ated States, and the "gas works"
with' its huge expanding storage
tankwas,a prominent (though, not
particularly attractive) ,feature,in
the urban landscape. The coal

*gasifier.Of 20 years.agoorjgmally
developed in Germany, isstill the.
only oneoon themarket. Caught
napping because of our apparent,
abundance of natural gas,. we
have neglected _research in coal
gasification. Only recently have
we begun to mend ourways. And
the potential' is there, providing
Vve are Willing to pay for it, GeS-
ification may tItimately create
the biggest new market for coal.

In Ohio, the energy source pic-
ture differs 'Somewhat .from the
national picture. We are for
tunate in having abundant coal at
a time when petroleum and

_, natural gas are in short supply. ;

But most of Ohio's coal is high in
sulfur content, and 'much of n is
economically -extractable only, by
strip mining:

While onli two percent' of -the.
nation's known recoverable co I
reserves are in Ohio, is
amounts tbmt*.-e than 20 bill on
:tons of bituminous coal. 0 io,
supplied roughly -10 percent of
the nation s coal and qonsumes-

4
more coal than any other state.
Coal satisfies more than 40 per-
cent of. Ohio's energy needs, far

more than the national average,
suppl ing 95 percent of the fuel
,for generating vlectricity in the
state

Ohio uses .about the same
percentage of natural gas for its
energy needs as do most other
'states about 31 percentbut
can supplyonly about seven Per-
cent of its needs, importing the
remainder from other- states.
Roughly 60 percent of the-natural,
gas is used for residential pur-
poSes and 40 perckent for
Industry

The remainder. of.Ohio's energy
needs are met 4vith oil5 per-
cent of which is imported from

other states or Supplied by com-
panies which rely heavily on
foreign suppliers. Ohio's use of
oil, 'which is considerably below
the national ,average, is mainly
for transportation.

etc1Qt.rsicit

n neuxIleecdOsn s

kilowatt hours, placing The state
third, in electric power consump-
tion, behind -only California and
Texas ln'residentiai consumption
of efectriCity, Ohio (with 26 billion
kilowatts). rands sixth, . behind
California, Jexies,`"Florida, New
York and Pennsylvania. In com-
mercial anCi- industrial consump-

.tion, Ohio (77 billion ki1owatts)
ranks third,- behind California and
Texas.

Consumption of Fuels in Ohio- (19714

4

I

',..

'Shaded areas indicate portions, of °hio tus! consumption which could be
supplied by thestate's resources. assuming pre'seRt levels of production

. (less jhaTi% 7 percent each for natural gas a'nd oil. 100 percent for coal).

Sburce U S?Department of the.Interior,.. .
. ..., .



Less than 10 percent of this.
country's energy consumptton Is
presently supplied by three non
fossil fuels hydropowera
renewable. continuous source,
Wooda questionabty renewable
one and nuclear fissiona non
renewable. highly controversial
one Such renewable sources as
wind power and solar heating are
as old as-civilization Their pres-
ent' use is minimal, but their
-potential is 'great (They will be
dealt with in the next chapter

Why we have changed from one
energy source to another is an
teresting topic for discussion and
speculation HiStorically, we owe
much of our progress to thA trgf-
sition from animate, energy
sources (horses, human backs) to
nonrenewable inanimate, ones.
Coal replaced wood because it
was a more efficient fuel and
because wood was becoming
scarce Petroleum replaced
coaleven though substantial
reserves of coal remainHargely
because it. Is easier to use. In
these processes, lAund and water
power were sidetracked. Water
power received some emphasis
for generating hydroelectrioity,
but the lack of availability of sites
for :hydrbeIeCtric,' power stations
imposed a realistic limit. Man
lacked the incentie to develop
wind power- (considered an un-
reliable source) beyond its early
application to windmills

What will the trend be at the
beginning of the 21st century.

When today's students will have
been making the decisions about
fueling America?

Energy may be obtained from the
hot interior,of the earth Geother-
mal energy is largely untapped
and additional research is needed
to. determine how thiS source .
* relieve the shortage.

The movement of water has long
been a 'useful! energy source.
Although its use in an eerily day
was readily apparent in grist mills
Iocateq by rivers, It has never
provided more than four percent
df our needs even as hydropower
At home future date, water may
be a more useful source In-
vestigations are being conducted
to determine the feasibility of ex-
tractinglarge amounts of energy-,
from ocean waves

Shale comprises a resource base
for oil extraction Deposits are
mostly tocated in government
lands in Colorado and Wyoming,
these areas may prove of value in
the search for additional oil.

The nuclear source of energy is
of significance in part because
this nation has the greatest .1o*-
cost Uranium reserve iii the free
world Extraction of this source is
costly and the by-produCts:of its
use create a disposal problem,

-'but its availability in large
amounts will compel further in-
vestigation of nuclear energy s
potential to help alleviate the
shortage Potentially, ther-
monuclear fusion has an almost
limitless fuel .supplyhydrogen.
But there must be a major scien-
tific, breakthrough befdre fusion
power can be .considered
seriously

For the short term, our reliance
would eeern to be on oiG and gas.
For the Ong' terFri, we will be'
lookipg to coal and atomic power.
With. age United States
resezi,es,..coa would appear to
see et through the first quarter of
the .next Century. For a ny.jasting
relief, we must hope that .prac-
tical means can be found to ta4 .
hydi:opoyver;::.solar radiation,
winds, tides _and. ,geothermal
sources bri: a.large scale. In the
immediate future,. the hope .for
alleviating. shortages lies with
reducing demand..

. -
United States Energy Consumption

by- Source 97.3. ° .
.r 9 X -

145'
net dome( -tic aciNtion13 8%
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MAJOR ENERGY SOURCES

, .
...

PETROLEUM 'NATURAL GAS' COAL

Compositicin/
. Origin

,

.

4

.
HydrOgen and carbon
formed from tiny marine
organisms and plant
matter buried under
ancient seas, under great
pressure:

N.
pressure: .,

.
.

Methane; petroleum (natural
gas liquids are also formed).
May-be liquefied at cost for
easier transportation by
tanker, truck,

.

Varied composition
,mostly carbon, some
hydrogen, varying amounts
of sulfur; formed from
plant remains buried
under ancient lakes and
bogs under great pres-
sure; three types, of in-
creasing age and hardness,
are lignite, bituminous,
and anthracite.

Location Underground "reser-
V GITS" , petroleum
trapped in interstices
of sand and rock, .
larwly. texas, Okla-

' homa; off -shore under
Continental. Shelf
(Louisiana, Texas, .

southern California). .

Large untapped
deposits in northern -

Alaska.'

One -half is found wherever
petroleum is found and
one-half is found in under-,
ground rock (especially
southwestern and south
central states). Form; "cap"
on petroleum deposits and'
provides pressure to aid

, petroleum extraction;

.

At varying depths from
just under surface to far
underground; found in
27 states.

. .

, .

- ,
.

.. .

Extraction/
Conversion

..

.
.

.

,

Wells drilled up to
25,000 feet depth; 15%
of reservoirbfpetroleum
rises to surface because
of underground gas and
water pressure; pumps
'remove 15% more;

'another 20% may be
recovered but at a much
higher cost. Crude \
Petroleum is refined
through separation into
fractions at different
boiling points. From
chemical modifications
and blending of the
fractions, products are
given the desired .

characteriStics.

1

.

Removed by wells; rises to
surface under pressure;*
some is found with petro- ,

leum; some is found alone.
Natural gas is treated to
remove heavy hydro-
carbons and hydrogen .

sulfide, which can be used
by the petroleum and
petrochemical industries.,

.
.

. ,

.
,

.

.< .

Underground mines
:Ionly. half of coal in a
deposit is recovered) and
strip- and open-pitmining
where.surface earth is
removed and coal cut
and shoveled out by

.'machine.

Sizing, washing and clean-
ing for traditional Corn-
bustion uses. Conversion
td synthetic natural gas and

; liquefaction by treatment
with hydrogen are in the
demonstration stage.

. .
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MAJOR ENERGY SOURCES (Continued) .

PETROLEUM ' !, NATURAL GAS COAL

Uses 60% transportation
(largely refined as gash- .

line, diesel'fuel), 20%
residential/commercial
heating, 10% electrical.
generation.

.

j5% industrial fuel, 35%
commercial heating, 10%
electrical generation..

.

. .
65% electricalgeneratiog
30% industrial.

-

Advantages
,

Easy to use, store and
transport; ideal fuel
for transportation
industry.

*

Cheap, clean, easy to
transport.

.

Cheap, large reserve,
Appalachian sources close
to large markets.

. -

Disadvantages

.

.

1.

a

i

Domestic supply has
declined in recent years;
increase in usage re-
quires increased foreign
exchange; refining of
high sulfur crude can
cause pollution.

.,
.

.,

. .

.

.

fa

' ,

Difficylt.to store, increas-
ingly in short supply.

.
.

,

' .

.
.

a. ,

t
.

Expensive to transport.
Ash disposal and fly ash'
out of the stack cause
pollution. Comb:ustion
of high-sulfur coal re-
leases sulfur dioxide.
Low sulfur western coal
it distant from iar\ge .

markets. Underground
mining is a hazardous
operation unless elaborate
precautions are taken.
Surface mininb (strip
mining) causes environ-
mental problems unless.
expensive reclamation is
undertaken.

.

.

.

.

C
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MINOR ENERGY SOURCES

HYDROPOWER NUCLEAR FISSION WOOD

Composition/
Origin

Water impounded in
dams; tidal water area
potential resource. '

.

Uranium and thorium ores. Trees, wood waste; Agri -

cultural waste. .

Location Often in remote and
mountainous areas.

.

Ores are found in Colorado
Basin, Canada, South
Africa, Zaire, India.

Areas often remote from
large poptilation centers.

Extraction/
onversion

V
:

,
.

.

.
.

.

.

Water turns turbines
producing electrical
energy. (Virtually all
hydropower is con-
versed to electricity.)

,

.

, \

.

.

.

.

.

Chemical processing con- *
centrates ot..e,; enrichment
of desired isotopes by
physical means, e.g.,
gaseous diffusion. In
nuclear reaction, nuclei

.of heavy atoms of
"fissionable" isotope are
bombarded by neutrons
causing nuclei to split,
converting the matter to
great quantities of heat.
Fission ofone atom re-
leases neutrons causing a

chain reaction, splitting
other ato4i in a con-
trolled process. Turps
water to steam to drive
turbines and produce
electricity. , ,

Trees are grown, felled
and collected at wood or
crop' processing centers.
Bumeti for heating and
cooking in some places.

.

.

.

.

-

-

Uses

.

100% electrical
generatiorti.

.

'

,

.
100% electrical generation.

.

50% heating homes
50% industrial (scrag)
34 million cord in 1975

r"."

4
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MINOR ENERGY SOURCES (Continued)-

, HYDROPOWER NUCLEAR tISSION WOOD -
_

Advantage

NN

Efficient, little waste
heat; inexpensive, 'renew-
able energy; may be

.conserved through pump
storage; environmental
effects generally-slight;
reservoirs may enhance
recreational value Of
area.

-

Heat value of one ounce. of
U2 equal to 388 barrels
of troleum. Very rapidly
growing as an energy source
= the "energy source of. the
future."

.

Availability, wood is
renewable, given time
to grow ntw forests.

,..

.

.t.

Disadvantages
.

_

.
.

. .

.

J.

.

.

. . .

.

.

.

High capital construc
tion costs; requires
very special location, '
few good sites remain;
.
may flood land better

' used for other purposes
(agriculture); evapora-
tion rate high in arid

.
lands. -

4

. .

-

,

. .

.
-

J
. .

A

.

Controversy over harmful Low heat value per unit
effects of radiation leakage - volume; non-fuel uses
into surrounding area from rriore important; only 4

unlikely, but still' possible, practical in certain
accident; possible leakage locations. .

from radioactive wastes;
the common "light-water

-reactor" requires large
quantities of water.for .

cooling` recycling water .--
into lakes or rivers may -

4

result in thermal pollu- #.

tion. U 235 is scarce
new breeder reactors .

may alteviate'problem. -

.

. .

I

.
,

.
._

31
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'ENERGY SOURCES FOR THE FUTURE

SOURCE HOW CONVERTED COMMENT

(Fossil Fuels)

oil Shale k .A sedimentary .rock Ai lief) contains
4..'kerogenP, a substance that, when
'heated, yields shale oil; would
likely-be-Used as substitute for oil.

,.

Present in huge quantities in Rocky
Mountain states (estimates from 600
billion to 3 trillion barrels of oil).
Adverse environmental effects of ex-
traction by open-pit mining. Large
quantities of shale required for small
yield of bit (one ton of shale yields
30 gallons or less petroleum). Problem
of waste disposal.

I

Tar Sands Contain extractable petroleum
substance.

0

...

't

Large deposits only in remote areas.
Major supply in North America in

*Athabaska, Canada, frozen and difficult
tb extract and transport.

Coal Gasitcetion

w

Coal reacted with steam followed
by further processing voduces
synthetic natural gas (SNG).

it r

Coal is plentiful, but the'cost of process-
ing plants is great (S500S800 million).
SNG is a clean and desirable fuel. Nei, ,
coal mines.are needed.

o

'I.

4.

. -

c

3 (14,
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ENERGY SOURCES FOR THE FUTURE (Continued)

SOURCE

(Natural
Cpntinuous
Sources)

'Geothermal

Flow CONVERTED co.

GOMMEN1

\

Natural steam underground rises
to surface with enough force to
drive turbogenerators for electricity:

.

Clean, inexpensive energy. Used in
Italy, Iceland, Japan, New Zealand, in
the U. S. at the Gysers near Sari
Francisco and California's Imperial
Valley, with potential sites throughout
western United States. Little natural
steam exists underground. However,
much heat in underground rock layers
could be tapped by pumping cool water
down to the rocks and retrieving heated
water. Limited to local use in a few
favorable locations* Problem of brine
deposits clogging and corroding pipes.

,Surface pollution problem from New
Zealand underground waters.

Solar Collectors over a vast area focus
sun's rays on a liquid which can
conduct the heat to an electrical
generating plant; or solar cells
over vast area convert sunlight
directly to electricity. Space
heating.

An immense energy source...Little
environmental effect except that large
amounts of open space would likely
have to be devoted to collectors to
gather the diffuse energy of sunlight.
Location would seem restricted to
areas of grtat sunlight far from popu--
lation4enters in this country (drawback
because of extent to which electricity
is dissipated during transmission) ! At
present, most important in borne heat-
ing and water heating in specially
designed houses.

Tidal $ame principles as conventional
hydropower rise and fall of
tides rotate turbines to generate
electricity. 4

Very'efficient. Requires very special
locations; few exist in North America,
and those that do, such as the coasts
of Maine and Alaska, are remote from -

population centers. Difficult to make
energy supply continuous.

3 3
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ENERGY SOURCES FOR THE FUTURE (Continued)

SOURCE HOW CONVERTED
.

COMMENT

Wind'

.

Same principles as hydropower
A running air piopels turbine to

generate electricity. .

.
I

I!.
Clean, neat, inexpensive. Very efficient.
Location important proposals
generally for windmills on platform's in
Great Lakes or on Atlantic Ocean.
Better as local source in certain ,

conducive areas. Sufficient wind
for continuos generation' unlikely.

(Other Sources)

Hydrogen,
4

Burning hydrogen for heating as
with natural gas.

-

Most abundant element in universe,
although extraction of hydrogen from
pompounds can be costly. Reactions
between liquid hydrogen and liquid .

oxygen powered NASA rockets. Clean
only waste product is water. Draw-
backs dangerous to handle; one-half
the energy content per volume of -

natural gas.

Fuel Cells

`

.

Battery-like, portable electric
generators produce current from
reaction of hydrogen and oxygen.

.
.

.:

.

Little pollution,,no noise, much more
efficient in generating electricity than
conventional generators. Drawback
very costly because of short life. Have
been used only in space program.

Magneto- -
hydrodynamics
(MHD) '

..=

Converts heat from combustion
gases from coal directly to
electricity by passing gases through
magnetic field. Uses coal as
starter fuel. Represents new kind
of generator converter. °

!'ilk

As an akerrtative to conventional coal-
fueled pcbver plants, MHD eliminates
most air pollution, requires less fuel,
is 1% times as efficient (very little waste
heat). At present many- technical
probleins and little support for research.
More research being done in USSR
and Japan than in U. S.

34
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ENERGY SOURCES FOR THE FUTURE (Continued)

SOURCE HOW CONVERTED COMMENT

Burning of Trash

.

.

\....,,

.

Burning combustible trash, in mix-
ture with coal or other fuel, to
power electric generator.

.
.

. .

..

.

Cheap, readily available fuel. Conven-
tional combustible garbage possesses
50% of potential heat of coal. "Solves"
garbage disposal problem. Although .
the air pollution problem remains, the
waste disposal problem.is alleviated.
City of St. Louis currently getting
some electricity from power plants
fueled by garbage and coal. Trash
must be carefully sorted.

...- ;

Nuclear Fission
(breeder
reactor)

1
.

Uses U235 as "starterj-io bom-
bard surrounding atoms of non- ;34

fissionable U238 and convert .'
it-to Plutonium 239 1;v1Ich is
fissionable, "creating" more

-starter. . / .<
.

.

. .

.
Uses less scarce U235 than- present light-
water reactors. Some plutonium is
produced directly in light-water reactors.
Is cooled by liquid sodium (difficult to
handle). Possibility of accident, especi-
ally during transportation of wastes,
more of a concern with plutonium than
with uranium. Technological difficulties.

.

Thermonuclear
Fusion

i

,
.

Fusion of atoms of hydrogen ,

to form heavier atoms of
helium under extrevely high
temperatures (100 million .

degreei C) in a controlled
reaction (as opposed, to. the.
unfontrolredfusion reaction
of a hydrogen, bomb.)'

. . .

.

. .

.

.,
Hydrogen Ts very abundant. Ordinary
seawater could be used as source of
fuel. Viry efficient reaction. Re-
leases only small amounts of radio- .

activity. However, it is technologically
very.diffi.cult to achieve a controlled
reaction at present levels of technology
and khowledge.

41
.
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Ohio Coal Producing Areas

e

LEGEND .01

F.:4'1. AREA UNDERLAIN BY
F. '-''.11 COAL-SEARING DEPOSITS

4 i

Source: Ohto Chamber of Commerce.
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SEARCHING FOR SOLUTIONS

As America se ks to become energy self-sufficient once again, we
develop new sources ranging from better nuclear .power
generators to uge solar collectors. gut the lack of time compels
us to co serve and recycle the energy resources that we can use
today . not in the next century.

QUESTIONS TO GUIDE YOUR READING
,
What happened in November, 1970, that gave us 'cause to worry
about our future oil supply?

'By, 1972,. what fraction of our U.S. oil heritage of 200 billion
barrels was gone?

What percentage of known petroleum reserves is located in thp
Middle East?

How many million tons of trash, potentially burngble in power
plants, do Americans throw away each year? .

Newspapers, potentially, are good candidates for recycling. What'
are two reasons,why this isn't done more widely?

What factor will encour ge the. develooment of new energy
resources?

What is the gOvernment program for` national energy self-
sufficiency called? 1 '

. ,

3
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SEARCHING FOR SOLUTIONS
In 1972. Representative Chet,
Holifield of California said, "What.
this country needsto dramatize.
our energy crigis is a good 24-
hour' blackout."'

We've come a long way since
then, and there are few of us
who do not realize that conserv-
ing energy and our country's
future aft - inexorably related
Some' of. us even have stopped
complaining about driving 55.
mph to save gasoline! But, lest
s.,e become panic stricken, this is

a time also for concrete solutions
rather than desperate measures.

Oil and' natural gas became the
most widely used fossil fuels in
the United States because we
drew on our own resources, not
those in the Middle East. In fact,
we may remember, the prophets
odoom some years ago, whb
kept saying that tile United States
was running out of oil. Yet, news,
deposits were constantly -clis-
cOvered, and the future somehow
was pushed back.

All of this came to a halt in
November, 1970, when the rate
at. which we were finding
domestic .011 reserves failed, for
the first time, to exceed the rate.
at which we were consuming oil
From that time on, the known

0
reserves have declined steadily;
we have increased 'otr
debendence on Oilimports, which
have tripled in the last 25 years.
By f972, about half of our known
oil heritage of 200 billion barrels
was gone, and the rest was
becoming Increasingly hard to
get.

As oil imports increased, we
became more dependent on

foreign reserveS, joiningleie
nations of Western:. Europe
whose pptroleum reserves are
Considerably t mailer than ours.
We turned to -the Middle East,
source of 53 percent of 1cnown
peteoleum reserves, as well as to
Latin America, which traditionally
had made up oui oil deficits. The
activities of the oil cartel and the
effects on our foreign trade and
balance of payments are well
known. As a result, the govern-
ment, through Project , In-
dependence, has opted for
national energy self-sufficiency
by 1985. This prOject is a
blueprint outlining the size and
shape of our ,problem and
recommending self sufficiency as
a national goal.

It is hoped by 1985 that it will
make economic sense to "buy
American.", By that time, we snay
have curbed Our energy appetite,
which by 1970 was doubling
every 10 years. We may also
have developed new energy
sources through research and
better .utilization of traditional
sources such as coal.

Several trends. justify cautious
optimi . We havet realized That
the envi ment is fragile and in

,some asp cts irreplaceable, and
technologies are Being developed
to harvest energy resources
without as high an environmental
ceist as has bden paid in the past.
Technology is also advancing in
the field of recycling, 'in order to
lengthen the life ,pf dwindling
resources. Research is progress-
ing on several fronts to harness
the energy of renewable sources
such as wind, sun and ides.
Higher fuel. prices are furn shing
incentive to explore and d velop

-e
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new' sources and conversion
.techniques.

Economic incentives, probably in
the form of higher prices, will en-
courage searches for new
deposits and promote further
development of present ones.
Such economic incentives will
also spur efforts to improve refill--
mg and electricity transmission
methods to cut down on energy
losses.

However, these efforts ill not
alleviat' the central roblem.:
They Will simply help us use our
finite fossil fuel supply ore ef-
ficiently. Increased' fun mg for
research 'and develo ent of
alternative source will be
needed to , bring out the day
when,they are vi le sources.

Surface mining companies can,
and do, make efforts to restore
mined lands to their former
usefulness. Methods can be,
found for removing sulfur from
coal; The key is to find a method
that' is economically feasible.
Automobiles can be designed ,

.with smaller, more efficient e
engines.

Many things are being done to
improve our extraction and con-
version of energy sources 'so as
to increasesupply and-lessen the
environmental co -uMored could
be done. They are Mhnologically,
possible, and they will be prac-;
ticed increasingly as there is
economic benefit to e gained
from them in terms of added
profits or penalties avoided.

Recycling is a key to extending.
our present resources until' alter-
native energy sources can be



made
both

Recycling in-
cludes oth the 'recovery and
reuse of natural resources, and
extending the life of products.
Here, too, a united effort is re-
quired The student must be
helped to,understand that each of
us can make an important' con-
tribution if we live'conservatively
and keep doing so. 'Meaningful'
recycling must go far beyond The
two-week science project or'thp
occasional paper drive: We must
start at home in An unglamorous
way by using up what we have or
wearing it out. , ;

Ohioans can be proud of the
steps toward recycling already
taking place in our -state Many
city governments are considering
the possibilities for burning
wastes to supply -Rower. At
Frtmklin, Ohio, there :is, an ex-
perimental total waste recycling
plant, potentially capable of
processing nearly all of the com-

. munity's wastes for reuse.

Each year American throw away
125 million tons of trash, poten-
tially burnable in power 'plants.
Yet, the plants to burn this trash
must be highly sophisticated.'
capable of removing air pollu-
tants and operating with a variety
of fuels. The wastes must be
collected and brought. to the
plants in large enough quantities
to make the processes economic.

Many of save old 'newspapers
for recycling, but here also are
constraints. Large quantities of
water, which may become pol-
luted, are required for recycling
paper pulp. And high freight rates
make it costly to bring newsprint
to a recycling, plant even though
it may cost less to make paper
from recycled stock than from
wood.

In many areas our old auto-
mobiles. and other metal scrap

4 .14
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are being almost totally rep
Yet there still are proljer*in
getting the scrap into size
form's in which it can be Uti
Burning the nonmetal parts. old
automobiles is 'highly polt
removing the' copper wirEfArorry
Junked cars takes Big
machines can chop steeq4crap
into bite-sized chunk*: for
reprocessing, but these mOiinlis
require considerable energf.,'

!-
There are many approaqlleS to
new thinking and better e.priver-
siOn Methods for recyclingetter
ways of handling wastes'it:home
and in industry and at all;l0els of
the recycling. process: Has
anyone ever thought of dkiigning
automobiles which, in addition to
using gaS more efficiently', can be
recycled more easily? Questions
like this are good disCussion
starters for all grade ligyels. How
can "tin" cans be recycled?VVhat
provisions does yOur cpmmunity
have for recycling glass/flow can
we get more use from ,books and
magazines?

.

As is true for environmental
safegUacds; the technology of
recycling- is, as yet, far ahead of
the capacity of most cdmmunities
to practice it on a t significantelevel. One estimate 's hat large -
scale adoption,. o unicipal
resource recovery systems is 10
years away. Most present sys-
tems consist of some combina-
tion of .shredde;s,. grinders,

' scanners... screens, and electro-
magnets to break down and so
out ferrous metals, aluminum,
glass, combustible and noncom-
bustiple garbge. Some
demonstration plants are
developing the capability to yield
fuel oil as well.

ment, recycling centers ma find,
markets for the sorted scrap. The
overriding economics, however,
may well be the savings in
energy as well as raw materials.
Recycling paper and steel re-
quires 70 percent 'less energy
than. manufacturing with new
materials.

'Although today's energy situation
is serious and the forecast is a
challenge for survival, there is
anothef side to our energy
problems. Out belated realization

-that fossil fuels are finite may
prompt a reversal in our energy
use patterns fr'om spendthrift to
more Thoughtful use. And the
change may come .soon enough
to give- us a margin of time in
which to find other sdurces, other
use patterns.

The economics of large-scale
recycling pose more problems
than the technology. In addition
to a sizable investment'in equip-
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CONSERVATION: AN ETHIC FOR EVERYONE

.

We know we can work together for a common -goal if we believe in
it. the challenge is to make energy conservation a common ex-
perience that we all can share directly.' -;

QUESTIONS TO -GUIDE YOUR READING

ifWhat should you look for when your students comprpin they are-
.cold in a heated classioom?

You and your students are planning, a field. trip, and u will be.
away from' your 'classroom for.the entire day. Taming out the room
lights and: turning down the thermostat4.are two, possible energy
conservation measures for.your. class. Can you,suggest others for-
theield trip?

t -.
In past history; when a society ran out of energy, what could it. do?

Why can't we do this. today?

4
M
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CONSERVATION: AN ET-141C
FOR EVERYONE

We've seen the story over and
oye,r again in the movies and on
television A group of people in a
lifeboat have only a little food and
water They divide up the supply.
and each one. takes Just enough.
For days they survive, and Just at
the last minute they are rescued.
This is a simplistic, illustration,
but time and time again history
has demonstrated that people
Vvi 11 practice conservation and
work together for the common
good, providing they realize that

. they all are in the same boat. It is
our Job to make this realization
meaningful to oar studehts. Con
servation is riot Just What one
does somewhere else, out in the
forests of the American Wesi.

Some conservation mepsures are
being imposed on us from the
outside We must pay more fot
luxuries, so we consume less of
them and, thereby, we save
enerzy. We must remember that
society also is responsible for
finding new and meaningfulwork
for the people who formerly made
these' products Higher prices in-
evitably will slow down energy
demands, but in the long run
energy , conservation and' our
vecy, guaithi of lifemust depend
on our practice, together, of an
energy conscfrvation ethic. Like
the envirorimental ethic already
practiced in ourschools, this new
energy ethic Must be with us
constantly, interpreted- in a way
that 'makes us understand our
needs and wants in the context of
the world around us. We must all
overcome the attitude that, if we
can afford it, we should be able to
use it. This attitude doet nothing

to solve the energy waste and
conservation problem. Perhaps
viewing conservation as energy
insurance would help change at-
titudes and stimulate positive.
action. I.

We practice the energy conserva-
tion ethic when we understand
that fosgil fuels ace very impcir:
tent to us, personally. How many
children today actually know
what a lump of coal looks like?
How many know what happens
when' they' Illug in an electric
toaster? Because children and
youth are oui about the world
around In, they may be far
better prepared to appreciate the
personal value of energy re-
sources than their parents are.
Creating a learning atmosphere.
in which they can understand
and practice energy conservation
is dchallenge worthy of the per-
sonal ' commitment of every
teacher.

-

For most of us, the phanges will
not be fundamental ones. We will
be, slightly cooler in winter,
warmer in .summer, make our
purchases with a view to effi-
ciency and recyclability, rely less
on throwaway packaging, drive
smaller ears at slower speeds,
use public transportation and
walk more, turn off lights we are
not using, and le-arn to think of
energy as money/. Wewill not
"need to return to energy-use
patterns of a century ago. But we
might well return to the spirit of
the slogan Alat was so popular
duffing Wind War IL -Use it up,
wear it out, make it do, or do
'without."

%
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'So

Most school systems already
have worked out energy conser-
vation plans. Every teacher,
should, be thoroughly fariuliai
with the Gu"idelines for the Con-
servation of Energy in Ohio
Schools published by the State
Department of -Education. They
reflect the development of an
awareness of the value of energy
as a scarce resource. By carefully
observing and practicing these
guidelines, we can transmit, this
awareness to our students.

.
For ,example, we know that even
when air that is heated to 7* to
78 degrees is moved swiftly
through a classroom, we can be
uncomfortable .because the air
removes body heat in an ex-
cessive way. If we can eliminate
drafts and reduce air flow to re-
quired standards, we feel much
more comfortable at lower
temperatures. But many of
today's schools were built when
there seemed to be energy to
burn, so .insulatiop,, tight_ doors
and windows were not always
given priority attention, you can
help correct this, but you May re-
quire professional. assistance.
Similarly, you. as a teacher can
Watch the thermostat, but your
school district must make sure
that the automatic temperature
regulators are maintained ade-
quately and that heating systems
are:kept up-to date.

You might want to consider
{depending on your local: situa-
tion) setting thermostats as low
as 55°F near the close of the
school .day and for the night .,.
turning thermostats down to 40°

V



on weekends unless pockets of
uneven temperature may cause
damage ... shutting off all
outside, air at the end of the
school day and on weekends
switching from.natural gas to an
alternative fuel, where possible.

At home there are many possible
'conservation measures (your
students *can doubtlesscome up
with a -much longer list than this
one): ,

keeping thermostats down

41 providing adequate insulation.
weather stripping, and storm
windows

operating dishwashers, clothes
washers and dryers only once

turning 'off lights and
televisions and replacing in-
candescent bulbs With fluorei-
cent fixtures

washing in cold water and tak-
ing shoWers instead of tub
baths

; selecting clothing for wear and
durability

closing draperies
ing. the winter
them , closed
summer days

at night dur-
and keeping
during 'hot

walking or riding a bicycle in-
stead of . driving (but, always
practicing safe riding habits)

keeping the family car in tune,.
4' -With, tires properly inflated

buying and using appliances
which are most efficient (con-
sumer magazines can tell you ..

which ones to select)

using an exhaust fan in the
summer to supplant or help
the air conditioner

doing without air conditioning
if possible

taking vacations close to home -
with the entire family together.

organizing car pools

and so on.

' Most of these suggestions boil
down simply to us) ng good judg-
ment, a quality Americans are
traditionally noted for.

Nationally and statewide, many
energy-saving steps are being
taken. Your students can-docu-
ment them. they-also -can suggest

'more steps by writing directly to
leaders in industry and govern-
ment. We see moves-

to encourage interest in in-
termediate technology as com-
pared to placing value on
bigness.

,to move toward self-supporting
communities with diversified
Industries to support the needs
of-the population. . '

to stimulate interest in hand-
crafting and the manual opera-
tion of small machines for
making products.. .

to provide better mass transit
through expresebui services.,
from suburban parking lots,
"dial ride" and pooled taxi ser-
vices, more convenient"transit
saiedules. renewed interest in
Mains and interurban lines Or-
ticularly in high-traffic 'cor-
ridors such as Cincinnati-
Columbus- Cleveland.
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to schedule airline flights to 90
percent seat capacity and at
times when planes are not
"stacked" over airports.

to cut down on yearly
automobile redesign and make
it .easier to replace fenders,
bumpers and other parts.

to promote nearby tourist
attractions.

If these trends are to fulfill their
promise. your role as an educator
will be crucial. Creative thinking
will be at a premium as we seek
boih sholit and long range

.solutions to our energy problems.
Both thinking and doing are im-
portant. for time spent in
teaching conservation is prac-
tically useless unless the
knowledge is translated into
action.

In Ohio 'classrooms today are the
boys and girtt who must develop
workable ways of protecting 'and
preserving the vital natural en-'
vironment. if the environment as
they know it is to be left for their
.children. Perhaps one of them
also will unlock' the tedhnology
which' will relieve us of our
deperidence on fossil fuels. -Is

..that student in your classroom
today?

Our ene rgy situation is like the
status of space exploration less
'than a generation ago when the
Russians surprised us with Sput-
nik. $uddenly. America needed
trained scientific leadetship, and
it was fortunate thatthe talents
of John Glenn, Neil Armstrong
and other leaders were being
developed on foundations laid in
Ohio schoolsfoundations in the
humanities as well as the
sciences.



Since the 195Q's, the space
program has given us a new op
portunity to look at ourselves. The
implications to science and
mathematics have been obvious,
but we also have seen from the
perspective of space that the,
earth has limited resources and
that we all are responsible for
conserving these resources. The
world view that we share through
the social scences and literature
already is reflecting this in
terdependence Today's students
must be the "energy astronauts"

of the future. For them, the con-
servation ethic must become a
way of life, reaching into nearly
every activity.

Historians would search vain
for a society which has cut back
its demands for energy and still
flourished. usually, the historical
answer to avoiding extinction has
been to conquer new lands to
find new energy sources. But
there are no more new lands. We
are confined to a planet where
energy is scarce everywhere.

Lemma
"
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,.Thus, we lack a historical prece-
dent, but we do have at our dis-
posal the technology and the
knowledge to find our way-out of
this apparent dilemma. The
challenge is in communicating
the energy conservation ethic
and its basic foundations to those
who will need this knpwledge in
order to live.

That is why the outcome rests, to
a critical extent, with those who
would mold the future in the
classrooms of the present.

O
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ANSWERS TO E.Q. QUESTIONS
1 Be.cause they are derived from animal and vegetable-remains that collected at the bottom

of ancient seas and swamps more than three hundred million years ago
2 Petroleum, natural gas, coal

3 Sun, wind, falling Water: tides, plants, animals. muscles
4 Coal

5 The correlation of the study of energy to science and mathematics is obvious Social
studies trace the advancement of societies in relationship to energy use Literature
tells of the lives of people involved in the development of energy. The-basic energy
source, the sun, is frequently the theme of much music and art

6 (11 The fossil fuels in the earth now are, for practical purposes, all that we will ever have '
This dilemma is at the heart of man's current energy problems.(2) The demand for
energy is ever increasing

7 As a nation we are .e..alizing the need tolove toward self-sufficiency. and technology isbeing challenged to discover new energy sources and conversion processes -

8 The automobile and space heating

9 Over half of the transportation energy in our country is consumed by automobiles, which
are used primarily to carry peOpte rather than goods

-10 Because it requires conversion of a primary energy source such as coals petroleum,
nuclear fission, or hydropower for its generbtion

11 The turbines which generate electricity are less than 50 percent efficient. and a substits'
tiat amount.* lost through transmission along power line!

12 By being burned off at the heads of oil wells beforitwis leamedThat gas could be used
profitably.

13 In meeting our energy demand. we can either import more fuel or reduce our consump-
tion Other options are intensified exploration for new reserves. more efficient ways of
reeovering fuel:resources-. and discovery of new sources and conversion processes

14 Energy is the ability to-perform work
p

15 Kinetic and potential

16 Fission and fusiori

17 (a) All three.

(b) Nuclear.

?c) Chemical

18 The British thermal unit (Btu)..

19 The ratio of useful product to the kite, amount of energy input or output
20 Electricity is clean. available instantly. and easily transmitted However, both the genera-

tion and transmission of jaectricity involve some waste energy

4#
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21 Heat is a kind of kinetic energy.)

22 (a) 6finItght. green plants, and hydropower

(b) Uranium, coal, natural gas. fuel oil and oil shale.

23 Fossil fuels are found primarily within the earth and all are storable and transportable.
They have nonfuet uses and require altering thd landscape for their use. All are burned.
producing heat to perform work. All are nonrenewable

24 Coal

25 Steam engine
r.

26 pa and gas are cleaner, easier-to handle than coal solids, more versatile, ind less
polluting .

27 Coal

28 Gasification

29 Hydropower. solar radiation, winds, tides and geothermal sources

30 In November, 1970. the rate at which we were finding domestic oil reserves failed, for
the first time, to exceed the rate at which we Were consuming oil.

31 National energy self-sufficiency by 1985

32 Technological advancements are being made in the areas of (1) harvesting energy
resources without as high an environmental cost. (2) recycling.to prolong the life of
dwindling resources. (3) harnessing energy of renewable sources such as wind, sun, and
tides

40%

33 Recycling (1) extends the life of products. (2) cuts consumption of natural resources.
(3) reduces litter

34 Prob terns in total recycling of throwaway materials are finding markets for the sorted
scrap. costs of collecting and transporting it, and energy consumption of machineswhich
sort and process it

35 P"erv4nt major extraction and conversion processes exact environmental cost by releasing
pollutants'and causing damage to the land and bodies of .water.

36 Higherfuel-pricesto-fumish an inc-entivelor exploration and deveToptnent of new sources
of eOergy and conversion methods.

37 An acceptance of the fact that resources, in particular our fossil fuel resources, are finite
and therefore precious, to be used wisely.

38 Maintaining lower temperatures and using electricity, paper supplies and other energy
consuming materials carefully:

39 Turning off lights and appliances when not in use, keeping thermostat's dawn, buying
appliances which are efficient, providing adequate aisulation.

40 Providing efficient mass transit, promoting nearby recreational attractions, enforcing
lower speed limits. encouraging community planning to decrease commuting distances,
enacting standards for more energy efficient cars and appliances, stimulating
technologidal advances in the discovery and developrbent of new sources of energy and
means of conversion.

45
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GLOSSARY
British Thermal Unit (&u)The amount of heat required to raise the temperature of onepound of water one degree Fahrenheit. Because all energy may be converted to heatenergy, the Stets often used as a standard measurement /or the "energy content" of

many energy sources. As the following table of equivalents shows, the Btu rs a very smallunit of measurement

Fuel

Crude Oil
Natural 'Gas
Coal
Electricity

Common Measure

Barrel (bbl.) .

Cubic Foot (cf)
Ton
Kilowatt Hour (kwh)

Btu Content

. 5,800,000
1,032

24-28.000,000
3,412

4

(Unfortunately, direct comparisons of energy content of different fuels cannot be made ac-curately because of the difficulties of measuring them in the same units.)

Coal Gasifii.ationA proceSs by which coal, in contact with steam, can be made to produce a
substitute for natural gas.

,-A .ConservationPreservation from loss or waste. With regard to our consumption of energy,the message of conservation means finding the wisest possible use of nonrenewable, ex-Piaustible energy sources and approving conversion processes so as to increase efficiency.

Cycles of Energy SubstitutionA way of picturing the history of energy sources in the United
States. Wood and coal had completely replaced wind and water as major energy sources
around 1-870; coal replaced wood as the major energy source around 1885; and petroleumreplaced coal as the majot energy source about 1940.

EfficiencyThe amount of useful work we getout of a machine or conversion process dividedby the total energy output. Efficiency, expressed as a percentage, also measures theamount of useful energy we get outddivided by the amount of energy we put into a-
machine. We can speak of the relative efficiencies of various fuels or energy sources in a
particular conversion process; and we can speak of th relative efficieliciesof various con-
version processes using a particular fuel. No machine i ,100% efficient.

Energy The capacity or ability to perform work.

Energy -to- Energy ConversionsChanges in states or forms of energy. Most energy is derived
from another state or formkinetic from potential, heat from mechanical.

_and the like.

4 V.
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Environmental CostAll forms of energy extraction, conversion, and use exact a toll of our
environment The advantages of a particular energy use must be weighed.against its effects
on the environment.

Extraction Retrieval of fossil fuels from the earth.

Fission A "splitting," specifically the splitting of certain heavy atomic nuclei into two atoms
of much lower atomiweight The loss of ,mass appears as energy in an amount equal to
the difference in mass times the speed of light squared (186,000 miles per second2), or
e mc2 The process begins with the bombardment of a "fissionable" atom by a Neutron of
another atomic nucleus which releases neutrons from the "target nucleus.- This release
enables the process to be self-perpetuating, and chain reactions are possible. Controlled,
they generate useful energy, uncontrolled: they are an atomic bomb like those of World
War it

Flow or FundA useful way of classifying energy sources. Some energy is denved from the
continuous, renewable flow of energy from the sun. Other sources are stored from times
long past in a nonrenewable, exhaustible energy fund.

Fossil ThelAn energy source, such as 'coal, oil, and natural gas, derived from the action of
tremendous heat and on animal (chiefly marine) and plant fossils buried under the
earth's surface more than three hundred million year's ago. Fossil fuels contain the stored
chemical energy of plants and animals that were once alive.

FrictionResistance to motion of two adjacent surfaces.

FuelAnything converted from one form to another with, "release': of bnergy to perform
useful work, as when coal is burned to produce heat to produce steam to nrn a turbine to
produce electricity to light a lamp to help you read a book at night.

me'

1Fue4 CellsBattery like, portable electric generators producing current from the reaction qf
hydrogen and oxygen.

.

FusionA joining,. in particular, the combination of two atomic nuclei to yield one larger
nucleus whose mass is less than the sum of the masses of the original nuclei, The lost
mass appears as energy as in fission (see above). Because electrical charges within the
nucleus make it very difficult to bring two nuclei close enoogh,for fusion, the reaction re-
quires extremely high temperatures and pressure (hence the synonym "thermonuCle'ar
reaction") To generate useful energy, the reaction must be controlled, the hydrogen bomb
represents an uncontrolled fusion reaction.

Geothermal An energy squrce relying on' natural steam rising from underground with
enough force. to drive turbogenerators.

4
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Horsepower (hp/ A standard unit of measurement of power, equal to 33,000 foot-pounds of
work per minute or the force _required to do that much work. (A foot-pound is the force ret
wired to raise a one-pound object one foot straight up in the air, or its equivalent In other
words. one foot-pound of work may be done by lifting a one-pound object one foot, or a
two-pound object one-half foot, or a half-pound object two feet) A horsepower is more
power than a real horse possesses over long periods, but less than it possesses in a short
period of work. One horsepower equals 745.7 watts, where the watt is another measure-
ment of power

HydropowerThe energy of falling water Harnessed to turn turbtries to generate electricity.

InertiaThe resistance of an object to a change of state regarding its motion. Inertia is the
condition reflected by the law of physics that an object at rest tends to stay at rest and an
object in motion tends to stay in motion It is a force which resists the transformation of an
object's energy state from potential to kinetic or vice versa

Kinetic EnergyThe erierg'i stored in a moving object By moving, an object can perform work
or move other objects to perform work Kinetic energy of an -object equals one-half the
product of its mass and its velocity squared (Ek = 1 /2 itiv2).

Law of Conservation of EnergyThe Jaw of physics stati6g that the total amount of energy,in
a -system- (such as the-Universe) is constant Energy is neither created nor destroyed, but
merely is constantly changing forms and states Particular energy sources of fuels do dis-,.
appear. however This -law- has been revised in the light of findings.that in nuclear reac-
tions. matter is directly converted to energy. The reverse process is also true, and the law
has been renamed the Lab)/ Of Conservation of Energy and Matter.

-

MachineAny system or object.wtitch, through any of a number of processes (burning,
chemical reaction, atomic reactions) converts energy in one form (the fuel) into energyln
another. more useful form (the product or output) plus'Some energy converted to a 'waste

form

Magnetohydiodynamics A process of converting heat from combustu gases directly to
electricity by passing gases through a magnetic field.

Oil ShaleSedimentary rock which contains a substance yielding oil when heated.

Open Pit MiningStrip mining.

Potential EnergyThe energy stored in a non-moving object because of its position or in-
herent qualities The force of gravity may act on any object as resisting forces are removed.
Furthermore. some things, such as coal or wood, contain stored or potential energy which
may be converted to heat energy through the prOcess of burning.,

4J
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PowerThe rate at which work is done expressed in units of work, such as foot-pounds, per
unit of time Energy is a capacity for doing something (work), whereas power is the rate at
which, the something is actually done.

i Project IndependenceOur government's goal of national self-sufficiency in energy.

Secondary EnergyElectricity maybe thought of as secondary energy, for rt requires conver-
sionsion of a primary energy source such as coat, petroleum, or nuclear fission for its
generation.

Short Ton-2000 lbs., the customary "ton" of coal, as distinguished from the "long ton,"
2,24b lbs.

SolarThe sun as an energy source, harnessed by systems of cf Ilectors or solar cells over
vast surfaces.

Tar SandsDeposits containing an extractable petroleum substance.

TidalThe tides as an energy source. converted by the same processes as hydropower.

Transformations of EnergyChanges in energy state from potential to kinetic or kinetic to
potential Energy transformations are brought about by three types of process-es:
Inechanical,(physical), chemical, or nuclear.

TransmissionTransportation of electrical energy from the point of generation to the point of
use Some energy loss is inevitable in transmission. Ten percent of-the electricity actually
generated is lost in transmission through power lines and cables.

WasteThat which is not useful to one's purposes. In certain energy conversion reactions, a
resultant form of energy may perform no useful work for us, as for example, the sound
generated by many machines. However, that sound may be useful energy in another
process at another time. depending-on our purposes, as when ,a whistling teakettle tells us
the water is boiling:

Watt (w)A common unit of measurement of power. especially electrical power. Named after
James Watt, the famous Scottish engineer of the18th century. Onethousand watts, or one
lc-Rowan (kw), is equal to 1.34 horsepower. Electrical power generation, or consumption, is
commonly measured in kilowatt-hours (kw -his), where one kilowatt-hour is equal to the
energy of one kilowatt of power acting for one hour,

WorkThe conversion of energy which results in the movement of an object from- one place
'to another in respgnse to forces (mechanical, chemical, nuclear). The measurements for
work have to do with heat generated (the calorie,. Btu) or movement produced (the joule,
electron volt, erg, foot-,pound); any of these measurements may. also be used to measure

,,.energy, the potential for work.
..1

.0 , .-
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UNIT 1: ENERGYWHAT IT IS AND HOW IT RELATES TO WORK

UNIT PURPOSE:

To help students become aware of what energy is, how it affects today's life style and
how it relates to work.

ENABLING CONCEPTS:

A. What is work?

B. The importance of energy

C. H ow machines help change energy into useful work

: Energy's relationship to work

Concept A. What Is Work?

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE:

To provide the students with a definition of work which will help them understand the
concept of energy. .

POINTS FOR EMP.HASIS:-

There are many different ways to define work. When we talk about work, we are often
talking abciut things we have to do personally. Scientists define work as a push or pull
(called a force) which causes an object or substance to move or change in someway.

When anything moves or changes in some way, work has been dope. Work is done in
nature without man's intervention. Some of this work is helpful tP man; some is harm-

,ful; and some/has no effect at 'all.

Man performs work, sometimes e, and sometimes with the aid of a machine.
Some of the work performed by man is to man, some is Wasteful and some is
harmful!, .

Useful work is the work that man wants done.

LtARNING ACTIVITIES:

Students may

Write the following definitions in energy notebooks and develop the meaning in
several expanded paragraphs.

WORK IS A PUSH OR PULL WHICH CAU.SES AN OBJECT
OR SUBSTANCE TO MOVE OR CHANGE IN SOME WAY.
USEFUL WORK IS WORK THAT MAN WANTS DONE.

Prepare simple demonstratiohs of work and presentthem io the class.

Construct a bulletin board display of the various types of work: useful, wasteful,
harmful.

'Discuss the types of work our bodies do in the normal life processes (bieathing, eating)
and how these relate to the scientific definitions- of work.
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Discuss the types of work we each day fromthe time we awaken until the time weretire. Which of these activities do we consciously think of as work and which do weclassify in some other way?

'0 Research and orally report on wo rk that happens in nature, over which man has nocontrol. Examples: The wind transporting seeds, tornado, hurricane, tidal wave,glaciers.,

Concept B. The ImpOrtance of Energy

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE:

To make the students aware of the effect of energy on today's life style.

POINTS FOR EMPHASIS:

Earliest man relied on his own energy (muscle power) to do the work needed to Meethis basic needs. Nearly everything was made without nonhuman energy sourcesormachines.

civilization evolved as man continuously searched to find nonhuman sources of energyto perform useful work. By utilizing nonhuman energy sources, man has been able toaccomplish work more efficiently.

By utilizing nonhuman energy sources, man has been able to do things that could not
have been done with muscle power alone.

Technology represents man's efforts to find new, More efficient ways of using non-human energy sources to perform useful work. .

LEARNING ACTIVITIES:

Students may:

Be challenged to "brainstorm" an,industry that would not have a high energy require-
,

ment (only human and animal sourcesno electricity).
Prepare a research paper about the beginning of the uses of different sources of
energy. Include maps shoWing whereenergy sources were first used and a timeline toshow-when.

Prepare a talking mural which would illustrate and discuss the discovery, developmentand use of various energy sources from the time of the caveman to the present. (Pid-
tures and tape narrative are student prepared.)

Write a paper on how usin? sources of energy has affected the evolution of our lifestyle.

Take a field trip to the local historical museum to view actual examples of the evolution
Of modern technologyT

Write a paper about what life would be like without the use of .nonhuman energy
sources.

-'Write an original science fiction story ab out the uses of n sour of energy.
List sources of potential energy and have studentt discuss how th -may becomekinetic.

la
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On a map,. color code those areas of the United States that might be able to use tidal
energy and windenergy.

_ Compare heat energy-content of 10 grams of coal, charcoal, wood, gas, and alcohol.
4 See how much water.can be boiled with each sample. (Different woods have different

\ calorie potentials.)

Concept C. How Machines Help Change Energy into Useful Work

INTRUCTIONAU OBJECTIVE:

To help the students understand how machines help us change energy into useful work.

POINTS FOR EMPHASIS:

aiA machine is device that changes energy into useful work.

Machines can change energy into useful work through mechanical, chemical and
atomic means.

Mechanical energy is released by an object in motion.

Chemical energy is released by the reacting of two or more elements.

Nuclear energy can be released through either of two processes. through fusion, the
joining of atomic nuclei, and through fission, the splitting of an atomic nucleus.

Machines transfer a force (push or pull) from one place to another.
9 9

All of a 'machine may be involved (aS a brootn) or only parts of the machine (as a
bicycle).

Machines may change the direction of a force (as a pulley) or increase the amount of
force (as pliers).

Machines may increase the' distance through which a force acts .(as a broom or
bicycle).

The work (output) of a machine equals the energy (input) put into it.

Machines, however; conserve-the-amount of human energy expended.

For operating machines, we need energy sources that (1) can be converted Into kinetic
energy in the machiries, (2) are abundant, and (3) are closely available or can be
transported easily.

Sometimes a series of machines may be needed to convert energy into useful work. .

a

LEARNING ACTIVITIES:

Students may:

Bring in examples of machines and demonstrate their use.

Discuss how the following items are considered machines. knife, fork, so den, scissors,
can opener, egg beater, 'meat grinder, doorknob, broom, shovel, rake, hob, hammer,
nail, screw, Screwdriver, wrench, saw, hatchet, chisel, pliers, tweezers, Crowbar, lawn
mower, and wheelbarrow. What are some other simple machines we have around the

, home?
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Develop a timeline showing when commonly known machines were invented or oame
into active use. Examples: car, airplane, tractor, plow, sewing machine, washer,bicycle...

Write about particular machines which changed civilization. Examples: printing press,
telegraph, electric light, internal combustion engine.

Trace-the evolution of a particular type of machine.

Research and write reports on the nature and use of nuclear, solar or geother,mal
energy. .

Trace the basic ,energy conversion processes within a complex machine such as an
automopile engine or telephone.

Construct a bulletin board display classifying, pictures of machines by the type of
energy used (chemical, solar, wind, water, nuClear).

Concept D. Energy's Reletionship to Work

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE:

To help the students understand the relationship between work and energy.

POINTS FOR EMPHASIS:

Energy is the ability to do work.

In some way, everything has energy (the ability to do work) in .the scientific sense ofeither moving or changing in some,way. .

At a given Moment, energy is either-at rest or active,

En'ergy at rest is called potential energy:

Energy in action is called kinetiC energy.

LEARNING ACTIVITIES:

'Students may:

. v.

Write examples and draw illustrations of energy, potential energy, and'kinetic energy.
Each design a simple demonstration of how potential energy can be changed to kinetic
energy.and present the demonstration along witti.an oral report.

'Research and present an oral report and dem"dristration on. the uses of wind as an
energy source. (Possible soutce: NASA windmill near Sandusky.)

,Research and present an oral report and demonstrkion on the uses of water as an
energy source. Include 'in the- report a discussion of the water wheel and waterturbine. i

.,*
Research -and,report on how hum', exploding gas and atomic energy are used to runmachines. ,

Research andreport on .how electricity makes machines operate.

' Calculate miles per gallon for all the parents' cars for one week. Summarize and
generalize on efficiency of generic types. (compacts, subcompacts, full size", station
wagons). Compare with EPA findings.

Determiir energy requirement to run all machines in shop, school office, and
maintenance department. (Name plate on each machine has data.)
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UNIT

o rb

PURPOSE: .t .
. ,

Take students' &Ware of the scope of energy sources available on this planet and of ,
the relative advantages and disadvantages of utilizing each of theSe energy sources.

UNIT 2: ENERGY SOURCES,---

ENABLING, CONCEPTS:'

A. Characterittics of "good" energy sources

8. The energy sources used. today .

C. Energy sources of the futliire

im

t

COhcept A. Characteristics of "GoOd" Energy Sources

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE:
r

To provide fie students with a set of criteria for comparing the relative desirability .of
different energy sources.

.

7

'
-'POINTS FOR EMPHASIS:

To convert energy into useful work, we must begin' with a "useful" eneigy-Source.
Although-eyerything has qnergy;triot everything can be changed into useful work.

The characteristics of "good" energy sources:

High energy potential

Abun4nt, available supply .
.

.

Relatively easy to obtain '
...

, Ilelitiveiy easy to convert the energy source into useful work. - 944 .
-_-!-- Extraction and use of the ener1y source should, notliave negative environmental

- !effects br in ar*olhet,itvay- pose a health threat.
, ,

..... .. . ..._ ,, ---..- . L ' - -.. .

There-is nctperfect energy. So urge. in order to compare the relative dp_sirabiIity of energy
Ources, one must cocrtider their strengths and weaknesses ineach of thp five charac-
teristics. ', " . ,,. :' e 12.- .

14,.

1
4

.
ARNINGWALITIfik,

Studentsnlay:- ".
. Use thA fivecii-arattetisticsIOcompare varioui,energy sources.

rlf Write Te-pO.rt$ describing the factois which 'affect the available supplies of a particular
.

energy source at a given time. '- , .

Write reports on how modern'technology Jas affected conVersion efficiency and the,
. . .envirOnment.... AI 1., ,

4 II

fteseafch find discuss the contributions of various nations to-energy technology. . -

fr fScamine and burn small quantity of soft and hard coal, hard and soft wood. charcoal

1

1,44

r

end coll. What differences are noted?,
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Concept FS. The Energy Sources Used Today

INSTRUCTIONAL OW CTIVE:

To make the studentelware of I major energy sources utilized today and to emphasize
the fact that these are nonrene le

POINTS FOR EMPHASIS: . -

The available energy sources fall into two basic categories renewable and non-renewable

The major renewable energy sources are direct solar radiation, the heat of the earth,
tidal energy, and wind.

The major nonrenewable energy sources are the fcissil fuelsAcoal, oil, and natural gas)
, and fissionable elements (nuclear power).

In the mid 1970's, our major energy sources are oil (44% of total national energy con-
'sumption), natural gas (32%) and coal (17.5%). Our minor energy sources are
hydropower (4%), nuclear power (1%), and wood (1.4%).

Historically, man h apelied to a great extent on fossil fuels.

Today's technology is almost totally geared to using nonrenewable fuels (oil, natural
gas, and coal). 1-he following is a breakdown of the "U.S. use of fossil fuels.

Indust/lel 32.1%

Transportation. 25.1% (Public: 10.8%; Autos: 14.3%)

Loss in Electricity Generation: 17.6%

Commercial. 12.6%

Residential. 12.6%

LEARNING,ACTIV!TIES:

tStudents may

Research and make maps showing tbe location of supplies of major, energy sources
used in the United States today. Use this information to study world trade, alliances..
anticohflict among -nations. .

Analyze the problems of allocation of energy supplies in the United States and among
the nations of the world and discuss findings in class.

Discuss the pros and cons of government-propoted policies for alloc'atior; of energy
supplies. Relate this to self- interest -as compared to cooperation on an individual, com-
munity, national and international basis.

Research acid make maps of the lodition of both the major and minor energy sources
Oelo.

a

Write a paper drawing inferences-from di-elect that more than 90%, of the energy
ioeime.t we halm the ability to utiltzeioday are nonrenewable.

:N!
Study ?tie waste factors in. theconveriit)n .and usee of present day fuels end present

. .findings to the classi . 00:

v..Coritasct a utility (for example, Columbud Southern Ohio Elegriol for copies of their 4annual report or find out how much cOaltoiltigas the compaciy:Istt;d to produce their
total:kitowatt outintl What are the costs :fuel? Cost of electricity'? Whet are plan.sf or

'future generating stations, fuel supplifts .,
51
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Divide into groups in order to research each energy source used today in terms of the
five ciiteria of "good" energy sources/and report their findings to the class.

Picture a house and estimate the amounts of fossilftiel used by a family of four during
a year.

List under each hea ing examples of the uses of fossil fuel energy

Transportation

-7 Residential

Commercial

Industrial .

Using the same headings of Transportation,Residential, Commercial and Induttrial,
list problems caused IN fossil fuel energy shortages..

Concept C. Energy- SoUrces for The Future

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE:It To acquaint the students with possible alternative energy 5ources1or the future.

POINTS FOR EMPHASIS:

Research is now being done to hkriesS the following potential energy sources.

Fossil fuel sourcesoil shale, tar sands.nd coal gasification .

Natural or continuous sourcesgeothermal, solar radiation, tidal power and wind

Other sourceshydrogen, fuel cells, magnets, hydrodynamics, burning of trash,
nuclear fission (breeder reactors) and thermonuclear fusion.

LEARNING ACTIVITIES:

Students may

Research and report on current developments and explorations for new energy
sources and on nieth,ods for harnessing these new energy sources.

Retearch and discusS the methods which are being proposed.to improve use of fos sil
fuels.

Invite a resource person to discuss current research developments in the search for
energy sources for the ftiture.

Describe what they think would be an ideal energy source for the future.

Think of untapped sources which maybe used to perform work.

Study careers related to energy research, development and'use. Invite speakers to the
class or to an assembly to discuss energy-related careers.

Maintain an energy current events scrapbook or bulletin board of ongding
'developments written up in'newspapers and periodicals.

Have an energy education fair displaying models and charts that they have prepared to
show the various types of fuel and the advantages and disadvantages of their use.

57
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UNIT,31-4E ENERGY SITUATION TODAY

UNIT PURPOSE:
ti

To make s/udents aware of the major factors influencing the enejgy situation today.

ENAB3.111GtaNCEPTS:

A. j-loW energy is used in the United States today
_ ,The domestic supply of fossil fuels in the United States today.

C. Factors affecting the availability of fossil fuels in the United States today
D. What We can learn from the energy Crisis

Concept A. How Energy Is Used in the United States Today ,

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE: .

To make the students aware, of the major Uses of energy in our country today and of the
far-reaching effects an energy shortage has on each of these areas of use.

POINT KYR EMPHASIS:

Energy if so much a part of our lives that, if we have a problem with our energy sup-
ply, most aspects of our lives are affected.

LEAR 11IING'ACTIVITIES:

Students may:
.List the typed of problems a- serious energy shortage causes in the transportation,

residential, commercial and industrial areas of energy use.

Prepare a report that deals with the major, uses-of energy today. Include use on ahome, school, comm , national and international basis.

Prepare posters depi g the many different uses of energy in our society today,
Research the process through which electricity is generated and suggest what might
be done to generate electricity Without waiting our supplies of fossil fuels.
Report on the major energy sources utilized in their community. Local resour.ce pebplemight be invited in to elaborate further on.the.energy sources utilized locally.

. .

Learn to read-electric and gas meters to determine home energy use and becomefarhiliar with measurement terms such as kilbwOrt hour.

Concept B. The Domestic Supply of Fossil Fuejs
in the United Statbs Today.

INSTRUCTIONAL O BJECTIVE:*

To make the students aware that, although our supply of fossil fuels will not last forever,
current fuel shortages area result of shortages in the availability of fdssil fuels as well as
shortages in our reserve supplies of fossilfuels.

5S
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POINTS FOR EMPHASIS:
4 All the major sources of energy are fossil fuels

Croat
.0/

If all of our energy came from coal, all of the coal resources in the United States
available today would last us approximately 125 years.

It is estimated that ,there are currently undiscovered resources of coal in the United
States which could last us up to 1300 years.

Petroleum

If all of our energy came from petroleuin, all of the petroleum resources in the United
States available today would last us approximately 5,years.

It is estimated that there are currently undiscovered resources of petroleum in .Xhe
Urlited States which would,last us up-to 280 years.

The United rates is dependent for this energy source upon other countries.

Natural as

If all of our energy came from natural gas, all of the natural gas resources available in
the United States today would last us approximately 5 years.

It is estimated that there-are 6urrently Undiscovered resources of natural gas in the
United States which could last up to 110 years.

L

Oil shale
0.

If all of our energy came from oil shale, it is estimated that thpre are currently enough
undiscovered resources of oil shale to last us 2500 years.

The potential or untapped reserve supply of domestic fossil fuels in the United States
can only be estimated. However large, it is not'unlimited.

The availability of domestic energy sources .has not increased, as rapidly, as the
demand.

LEARNING ACTIVITIES:

Students may

-Research and.write reports on the following topics:

he energy reserves available in Ohio , .1

How long these reserve supplies will last .r.
What can be done to extract and utilize the energy reserves in Ohio more effectively .

The probable causes of the energy shortage.

The relationship of supply and demand

Tlie effect of importing on the economy

Conduct a simulated Congressional hearing on the granting of rights to-drill in the
Atlantic between the 3-mile and 12-mile limit. Is it federal or state domain? Represent.
governor of New Jersey, senator from Ohio, EPA official, oil company representative,
and.others immediately affected.

Study and discuss proposed legislative measures relating to energy, such as rationing,
progressive tax on horsepower.
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_Concept C. Factors Affecting the Availability of
. Fossil Fuels in The United States Today

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE:

Tolmake the students aware of the factors affecting the availability of fossil fuels in theunited States.today and of possible solutions to the problem-of availability. .

POINTS FOR EMPHASIS.:

Although our reserve supplies of domestic fossil fuels are not depleted; there areshortages.

-The key factorS affecting the availability of supplies of fossil fuels in the United States
toddy are patioriwide economic policies, environmental legislation, and lack of funding
for research and deveippment of untapped and new sources of energy, includ'in'g wasteconversion.

NATIONV'/IDE ECONOMIC 'POLICIES
. .

NatiOnwrde economic poliCiesghave kept the price of energ low in this country, muchlower than in other nations,ThE fact that energy prices i this country are lower than
ilk other countries ha'g had the most damaging effect o the availability of domesticpetroleum antrnatoral gas.

s.

Low nationwide pride policies haveencouraged "Aiiierican" oil industries to sell their #.products to foreign countries in order to get fligheL prices, and to increase foreign
energy supplies through exploration and expanding refinery capacities in foreigncountries. .

Low price policies have discouraged "American'ihdustries from exploring fOr slew6.11.1 domestic resources and expanding refinery capacities-in the UnitetStbtes.
ENVIRONMENTAL LEGISLATION , *a

Environmental legislation has affected the current availability of domestic energysupplies.
A

Legislation to halt extraction of oil off the coastof south ern California put an end to
our utilizing one of'the major untapped oil deposits in the United States.
Legislation for a- timetdocged-thaconstruction-of the-Alaskan pipeline to transport
the large Alaskan oil reserves. -
Many groups of concerned citizens oppose construction of. nuclear plants for
reasons of safety. Many citizens also oppose coal mining practices thatscar thelandscape,

NONFU.ELUSE$ OF FOSSIL FUELS

Another factor that hai affected our aNlable supply of foisil fuels is the tremendous
increase in the demand for using the potential fuels for nonfuel purposes.
Fbr example, gas is used in the manufacture of synthetic rubber, oil and water- ba 'sed
paint, dighes, D.D.T., indigo- dyes, paper Coatings, plastics, explosives, carbonated
beverages, anti-freeze, aerosols, films and vinegars.

6 .
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14ARNING .
Stodehts.rnay -

. . .
fit Interyiew a _government repreientative on,

V-. The reasons behind govthimental controls on fossil fu el prices

What new legi slation isteing propoted to improve the availability of domestic fossjl
fyels

.

Conduct a panel discussidn in which half take the tide of the environment alists arid
half take the side of individuals who 'are primarily concerned with the prospect of
severe energy 'shortages in the ,near future. They may suggest types'of governmental
policies which would encourage the development of domestic energy supplies .while
still maintaining high environmental standards. . - .

-
Make a bulletin board display of the typ'es of Otoducts affectedby the shortage of each
of the three fossd.fuelS

.. .
Devote an entire issue of the school newspaper to the subject of ener.g1 .editoiial.

f. ' nehs Articles. cartoons, features: ihterviews. . . . ,.

Discuss the relative importance of using nbnrenOw eble fossil fu'els for nonfuel. ., . .. purposes. , .

Concept D. What We Cab- Learn from the Energy Crisis

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE.

(To make the students aware of hat the energy crisis is all about and what we can learn
from it

POINTS FOR EMPHASIS:

The energy shortages facing our country today have occurred because of the fcillowing
circumstances-

Population increases

The constantly increasing demand for more and more oil within the United-States
(travel. greater production, more appliances)

Domestic supplies of oil which were too low to meet this increasing demand

The need to import oil and natural gas to meet the increasing domestic demand

,The Middle East oil embargo hastened the.impact of our growing energy problem.

The energy crisis has clearlx emphasized three needs which are critical to our _nation's
survival

1 The necessity for our nation to become self-sufficient in supplying our energy
needs.

.7

2 The necessity of our finding new and renewable energy-sources and developing
feasible techniques for their utilization so that we 5re prepared for. the tim- e when

..we have exhausted all of oui supplies of fossil fuels. . -
. . .

3 The need to conserve our fossil fuel supplies as long as rossible so that we have
.. . more time to research and perfect techniques of utilizingnewenergy sources. . .

.
I-. - ..

. .
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,In effect, we can view /his crisis as a blessing in disguiie, because it has focused
public attention, on the total energy situation. This concern may motivate Americans to
prepare for future shortages.. The effects of the shortages and crisis have bolted us into
an awareness of what will happen d we ignore the situation.

LEARNING ACTIVITIES: .
.

Students may
. .

Write a newspapgr article on "How the Energy Crisis Has Affected My Family."
Interview different members of their community to find out how the energy' crisisaffected therm

.Write -an editorial "I/Vhaf s GoOd About the Energy Shortage." (Awareness of theproblem 'and time to work toward its solution.)
Collect . and 'report on newspaper articles dealing with evidences of local energyshortages

prepare graphs showing supply and demand.

Discussthe effects of importing on the economy in the United States.
' oiscuss the effects of the concentration of the world's energy rserves in terms ofrelationships among nations:

Invite a representative of an environmental group, gOvernment agency and local power
company to speak about community energy problems. Thoughtful questions should belisted ahead of time,

Visti an oil refinery, electric generating plant, coal mine or other similar installation.
Write reports or conduct class 'discussion on the findings.
Prepare and distribute a field trip sourcebor?k in which are listed energy-related in-
dustries which can be visited, contact persons, times to visit, appropriate age groups,and what may tie seen.
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UNIT 4: 1/1/11AT WE CAN DO TO EASE THE ENERGY
SHORTAGE TODAY ANQ PREPARE FOR THE FUTURE

UNIT PURPOSE: r,

To make siudenis aware of what needs to be done and how they cart' help ease the
energy situation of today and of the future.- .

ENABLING CONCEPTS:-
A. What we can do to ease the energy shortage today

13. What we can do to prepare for the future

.iroa

o

Concept A. What We Can Do To Ease the Energy Shortage Today

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE:

To make the students aware of how they can ease the energy shortage today through
decreasing their demand for energy.,

POINTS FOR EMPHASIS:.

It' is important to conserve Qur fossil fuels for twolnajor reasons:

To give us more time to identify nevi, energy sources -and to defaioi the technology re-
quired to convert these new energy sources into usefUl Work, and s ;''

To save as much dour fosfuel supply as pcissible for nonfuel purposes.

Individuals can ;do many things to'conserve energy.

One factor which contributes io the tremendous demand for. energy is that many
machines today are not designed to use energy efficiently. For example, while
providing the same amount of cooling, some air conditioners use up to two and one-.
half times as much electricity as others. Frost-free refrigerators use 50 percent more
electricity than standard models.

Ij iS important to- compare efficiency_of_ehprgy-use in differentproducts-before-cleciding
which brand to buy, This practice will encourage manufacturers to develop products
that use energy efficiently.

The tendency of Americans to waste .energy Is another very important factor in the
tremendous demand for energy. We tend to use nOnhuman energy to do things that
We could do Just as well ourselves orto do things that don:rreally need to be done.
Our consumption also is markbd by obvious neglect, Such as whep/we leave lights on
in unoccuilled rooms or leave the TVon when no one.is

'LEARNING ACTIVITIES:

Students may
. . . . .

Research and prepare reports on the relative efficiency of different brands of the same
roduct. Each'student (or small group ofstudero) may select a different product and

compile a composite report of the findings for ,distribution to other groups and to
parents. (A student version of Consumer Report.) .

6,3
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Simiuiate, a discussion by a-family that has (earned their winter heat alloqation will be
'decreased by-20.percent. The "family" should list ways of dealing with the probletp.
Set uppersanaienergy conservation goals. Make a checklist or--scoreeerst--
Compile energy-saving checklists for home and school use.
tisa every energy -using item within the home and ask each family member to rankthee' in orde;-of impo ance.

:7

geve a. contest to se whose family can reduce energy use the most in one week.
Review the reading of electric and gas meters. record the readings for a One-weekbase period, and compare readings after a one-week reduction effort... .

Design brochures to inform the public about what they can do to-ease energy demand.
Coippare automobile advertisements of today with those of 5 pr 10 years ago. How are
they the same?,How are they different?

Compare utility company advertising df today withexamples from '5 and 10 years ago.
Prepare programs on energy conservation to be given in assemblies, over the publicaddress system or to community ofganizatvs. -

- List ways that energy is wasted along with wayp to prevent the waste.
,Conduct a survey to find information such as how many cars pass a designated point

with a driver but no passengers.

Conduct a survey to deterrrune how community businesses and industries are cuttingliaak on energy use-7hospitals; department stores, motels, and others:
.

V

ConcePt B. WhAtWe CanDo.To Prepare for the Future

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE:
To make studentt aware of what needs to be done and how they can help to insure theavailability of energy in the future.

*

POINTS FOR EMPHASIS:
,

We have seen the need Tor conserving energy to help ease theenergy shortage todaybut what about.the future? Regardless of how well we conserve our nonrenewable
energy sources: eventually they will run out.

We need to start now to prepare fix the future by researching and deieloping
renewable energy sources.

Developing new, renewable energy sources sufficient to meet our national needs is aphenomenal task that will reqiiire a great deal of time. Conserving energy today willgive us more time, but a wholehearted national commitment to energy conservation isessential

LEARNING ACTIVITIES:

Students may

Design posteis to encourage others to conserve energy
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Have a panel discussion in which half of the panel represents business men whose
businepses are largely dependent upon the use of fossil fuels and the other half
represehts legislators concerned about insuring an adequate supply of usable energy
for the future. The panel rnay.discuss whether or not a bill should be passed to provide
substantial financial support for research in the area of harnessing new energy
sources.

... 1
Devote an entire issue of the school newspaper ta-how all individuals can help en-
courage others to conserve energy.

.

Contribute articles on conservation practices to the local newspaper,

Write to congressmen to find out what legislation has been passed or is being pro-
posed to help insure adequate, available, usable energy sources for the future.

,Prepare and give a program on energy conservation as a part of the liublic service
program-rning of local radio or television stations.

Hold class and student council meetings to propose and adopt, through student vote,
energy conservation measures for the school.

41; Elect an energy conservation committee for the school.

Develop value objectives in forming an individual energy conservation ethic.,

J
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UNIT 1: ENERGYWHAT IT IS AND NOW IT AFFECTS OUR LIVES

UNIT PURPOSE:

To help students become aware of what energy is and ofthe tremendous influence it has
xi our lives.

ENABLING CONCEPTS:

A. Energy's relationship to work

B. How machines help change energy into useful work

C.The importance of energy

Concept A. Energy's Relationship to Work

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE:

To help clarify students' understanding of energy as the ability to do work.

POINTS FOR EMPHASIS:

Work is a push or null which causes an object or substance to move or change in some
way. 1

Energy is the ability to do work. Everything has energy or the ability to do work in the
scientific sense of either moving or changing in some way..

Energy is classified in one way as potential and kinetic. Potential energy can perform
work but is not performing work at the moment. Kinetic energy is energy that is ac-
tively performing work.

Work happens in nature without man's control oi-direction.

Man, sometimes' alone, and somet mes with the aid of a machine, performs work.
Some of the work performed by m n is harmful to man, some is useful to man, and

-much is wasteful.

LEARNING-ACTIVITIES:

Students may:,

Give verbal examples of how potential energy is changed.into kinetic energy that per-
forms useful work.

. ,

Demonstrate through simple experiments how polential energy can be changed into
kinetic energy in order to perform useful work. Striking a Match is a simple example.

Research and report on one of the ways work happens in nature without man's control
or direction, Such as the hydfologic cycle.

Research and discuss how man has intervened, for good or bad, in some natural work
cycles.

.
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Concept B. How Machines Help Change Energy into Useful Work
.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE:

To Kelp students understand how machines help change energy into useful work.
.;

.i v* ,

t
/work. Machines can change
d atomic means. Mechanical
'Mt is energy released by the .

leased.through either of two

POINTS FOR EMPHASIS:'

A machine is a device that changes energy into useful
energy into useful work through mechanical, chemical, a
energy is released by an object in motion. Chemical en
reacting of two or more elements. Nuclear energy is r
processes:

, through fusion, in which energy is released by_the joi...
through fission, in which energy is released by splitti

Sometimes it takes a whole series of machines to conve

'LEARNING ACTIVITIES: .

t
Studenti may: .

ing of two atomic nuclei, and

g atomic nuclei. .

t energy into useful work,

..,

Research and write reports on the rocesses through yvhich energy is changed into ,

useful work. ,

Design a functional machine oba "Rube Goldberg' contraption .that illustrates
. poteritial-to-kinlic transformatioris.

Write essayt on the relationsh between than and machines.
. . .

4

Experiment with simple machines such as the inclined plane, pulley and lever to
demonstrate hoW they make our work easier for,us.

. .
Research and write reports on.the history of the earliest machines and how they were,
used. ,

.

Concept. The Importince of Energy .

_.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE:

',...,

TO make students aware of the effect of energy on the evolution of civilization. .

POINTS FOR EMPHASIS: . , 1..

i

Earliet man relied oh his own energy (muscle power) to do the work needed to nieet
his basic needs. Nearly everything was made without the, elp of fire, animals, water
currents, wind, dhemical energy, or machines of any kind.

.
.

.

Civilization is a product .of man's continuous search to find nonhuman tsources of
energy to perform useful work. By utilizing nonhuman energy soCirces, man ties been
able to .do thihgs which he could not have done using FITS own muscles. Nonhuman
energisources have enabled man to accomplish work more efficiently. .

,
Technology evolved as man sought new and,more efficient ways of using nonhuman
energy,sources to perform useful work.

63
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ol --, LENRNIrsla ACTiVIT4Eg: -,
'-,,.,

Students may

Write a paper describing tiow the roles of familikmembers-have changed as a result ofthe use pf nonhuman energy sources.
, ,,------j

Write 'a paper on low energy affects their lives.

Write, a science fiction articlelopiSsing ori future technolo9y'as it may apply to energyutilization

_40. Research and dramatize what life would be like today if we did notheve the benefit of- any machines

Discuss whictimathines.thatcUr pare ts.didnt have simplify our-work today..
Discuss how machines may have.corn It5ited our lives. Isman now.a'slave to hismachine's?

.'
01.
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UNIT PURPOSE:

V.

UNIT 2: ENERGY SOURCES

To make students aware of the SCopet of energy sources available on this.planet and of
the relative advantages and 'disadvantages of utilizing..each of these sources..' .

ENABLING CONCEPTS:
4? _, .,

A. Characteristics of "pee
.

:energy surces , ;

B. The energy sources used today

C. Energy sources of the future

Concept A. Characteristics of "Good " Eneigy Souices

71.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE:

To proVide_switents with a set of criteria for judging the relative desirability of each
energy source

POINTS FOR EMPHASIS;

Although everything has energy, not everything can be changed into.useful work. Sub-' 'stances must have certain characteristics in order to be "good" energy sources.

Characteristics

1 The energy source should have a high energy value.

Z. A large supply of the energy should be available.

3. -The supply should be easy't0 process.

4. The energy supply should be storable and transportable.
.

5 The extraction and utilization of the energy source should not have negative en-
vironmental effects or threaten our health or well-being.

There is no perfect energy source. In order to compare the relative desirability of
energy sources, we-rnustconsider-the advantages arittdisailva ntag es.

LEARNING ACTIVITIES:

Students may

Design a Matrix for comparing the relative _desirability of various energy sourcei..The
matrix should incorporate the five'characterislics given in the instructional develop-
ment section (It Might also include additional characteristics whiCh they have thought
of )

Design a process for rating the relative desirability of the energy sources. One
recommended procedute woad. be to

1 Compile data on all five characteristics for each energy source-.
2 Rank th e' energy sources for eaoh characteristic on the basis of desirability and

assign numbers to the energy sources, giving the least desirable energy source the
lowest number,

0
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3 Add up the total characteristic ratings-for each energy source; and
4 The energy source with the highest total should be the most desirable.
Research and present illustrated reports on how people throughout history have mettheir needs for energy p iscuss why some of these sources may still be in general use
today while others are no lqnger used.

Build an Illustrated time line to show the development and use of energy sources.

Concept B. The Energy Sourdes Used Today

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE:

ti

To make students aware of the major energy sources utilized today and to emphasize the
fact that these are nonrenewable .

POINTS FOR EMPHASIS:

Many different sources of energy are available to us
'there are two basic categories of energy Sources renewable.and nonrenewable.

6- The major renewable energylources are dirtct solar radiation, the heat of the earth,
wind, and tidal energy.

The major nonrenewable energy sources are fissionable elements yielding nuclear.
energy, and fossilfuels (coal, oil, and natural gas).

Today, our major energy sources are-

oil (44%) . .

natural gas (32%)

coal (17.5%)

hydropower (4%)

nuclear power (1%)

wood (1.4%)

A Today's technology rs geared to using nonrenewable fuels.'

LEARNING ACTIVITIES: .?

Students may

b Label and make explanat'orY charts to accempany displays of fossil fuels.
Identify through reading and map construction where fossil fuel resources are.lcipated
throughout the world Use this information to study world trade, alliances, anciconffict
amonOlations.

al

Research and report on supply and demand studies.

Research and report on the contributions of representatives of different nations to'
enerijy. technology

Analyze and discuss the problems of allocation in the United States and among the
nations 0 the world.

. .



Determine' costs for extracting, converting and transpOrimg the varicos types of fossil
fuels.

Write editorials that explam why we depend so heavily on fossil fuels, what dangers
. age involved in this dependence, and what we can do about it.

.
Compare the relative desirability of the major and minor energy sources used today,
using the matrix and rating process developed earlier in this unit.

. Concept C. Energy Sources of the-Future

INSTRUCTIONAL.OBJECTIVE:

To acquaint students with possible alternative energy sources for the future
POINTS FOR EMPHASIS:

Some ofthe major continuous or renewable energy sourcesevailable to us are
I Solar radiation

A Directly utilized by means of

1
r

Optical devices such as reflectors, tenses

2 Photochemistry. photoelectricity. and thermoelectricity
B. Indireraly utilized through

1 Photosynthesis, upon whrch living organisms depend for food and whibh,s-in
addition, priwides many useful materials (e.g., wood and-other building
materials, rubber, fibers at well as fuelS likewood, aldoho), and turpentine
extracted from vegetation)

2. Useof

'a Water raised by the sun. moved by the winds, al4dcaught On the descent
b. Wi nds

_

c Difference in,temperature between atmosphere and the earthrthe heat,
pump ") and the ocean

The'heat of .the earth
0
taived through volcanic vents

W. Tidal power

Research is now'being done to harness the following energy sources for the future:

Fossil fuel sources: oil shale, tar sands, and coal gasification

Natural or continuous sources geothermal, solar, tidal and wind.

Other sources hydrogen, fuel cells, magnets, hydrodyrtarpcs, burning of trash,
nuclear fissiot(breeder reactors), and therMohUclear fusion

. LEARNING ACTIVITIES:

Students may

lie%earcirand report on current explorations for new energyjsources and methods for
harnessing these new energy sources to perform useful work. .

7,Z
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. Research and prepare a. debate or panel discussion on the positive and negative
aspects of some of the newer energy sources. 250,000-year lifeof radioactive
plutonium might be considered rather, dangerous.)

Research and report oh the methods whict) are being proposed to improve use of
fossil-fuels.

Study the waste factors in the conversion and use of present day fuels and presentoralreports.
- ,

- Study and discuss the careers of scientists and technologists whose workdeals with'
energy explOrition

Coviduct an energy education fair displaying student demonstrations and ex-
per4nents dealing with learning about all sources of energy.

e
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UNIT 3: THE ENERGY SITUATION TODAY

UNIT PURPOSE:

To make students aware of the major factors influenting the energy situation - today.

ENABLING CONCEPTS:

A. How energy is used in the United States today
B. The domestic supply of fossil fuels in the United States today
C. Factors .affecting the availability of fossil fuels in the United States today

D. What we can learn from the energy crisis

Concept A. How Energy Is Used in the:United States Today

yl

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE:

To make students aware of the major users` and uses of energy in our country today and
of the far-reaching effects an energy shortage has on these areas of use.'

POINT FOR EMPHASIS:

Energy is so much a part of our lives that. if we have 5 problem with our energy
supply. most aspects of.our lives are quickly affected.

LEARNING ACTIVITIES:

Students ma'

Research and write papers on one of the following: .

The proceSs of converting electricity from various energy sources

The benefits and drawbacks of using electricity as an energy source

What measures can be taken to reduce the amount of fossil.fuels West ed.through,the
generation of electricity.

Find out how electricity is generated in or fOr their community. It would be valuable
either for the visit the locaLpowerplantor to arrange-for a guest speaker
from the local power company to describe how electricity is generatecHor the corh-
munitY. what measures are being taken to improve the efficiency of the-conversion
processes, and how individuals can conserve-electricity.

' Research newspaper or journal articles for evidences of an energy shortage eith on
-a local or national level.

Find out how much money is spent per month by theullischool for electricity, fuel for
heat. and an? other energy-related expenditure. Design a campaign to save energy
within the school. After one month, compare the amount of money spent before and
after the campaign and discuss the outcomes. If the expenditures are lower after the
campaign, discuss how much of this reductiorimight be due to energy-saving efforts
and how much might be due to warmer outside temperatures,. school vacations, or
other variables A similar project might be carried on within the home.
Find out where the phone company- gets its electricity.
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Concept B. The Domestic Supply of Fossil
Fuels in the United States Today

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE:

To make students aware tharour supplies of fossil fueli will not last forever. Current fuel
shortages are a result,of shortages in the availability of fossil fuels as well as shortages
in our reserve supplies of fossil fuels.

POINTS FOR EMPHASIS: .

All the major sources of energy are fossil fuels.

Current energy shortages are not a result of a total depletion of our domestic reserves.
Current energy shortages have resulted because supplies of domesticfossil fuels have
notbeen made available fast enough to meet the tremendous increase in demand for
them

LEARNING ACTIVITIES:

Students may

Research and discuss some of the problems involved in extracting reserve supplies of
oil, coal, and natural gas.

Write a newspaper article on the energy resources available in Ohio, how long the
reserves of fossil fuels in Ohio will last, and. what measures can.be taken to extract
and -utilize these reserves more fficiently. Include a discussion of the waste factors in
the conversion and use of present day fuels.

Research the various methods for extracting oil, coal and natural gas. The findings
may be reported graphically through posters, charts or models and the advantages and
disadvantages of each methrld discussed.

Concept C. Factors Affecting the Availability of Fossil
Fuels in the United States Today

IN UCTIONAL-OBJE&IVE:
To make students aware of the factors affecting the availability of fossil fuels in the
United States today and of possible solutions to the problem of availability.

POINTS FOR EMPHASIS:

The key factors affecting the Availability of fossil fuels, in the United States today are
'nationwide economic policies, environmental legislation and nonfuel uses of fossil
fuels Nationwide economic policies have kept the price of energy low in this country.
much lower than in other nations. The fact that energy prices are lower in this country
has had the mast damaging -effect on th'e availability of domestic petroleum and
natural

Low. price policies have encouraged American oil companies to sell their products'
for higher prices to foreign countries and to increase foreign energy supplies through.
exploration and expanding refinery capacities in those countries.
Low price polies and Severe governmental regulations have discouraged American
industries from further exploration for new resources, and from expansion of refinery
capacities in the United States.

7 5
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.Environmental legislation has affected the current availability of domestic energy .
supplies Als.o, there are groups of concerned citizens who oppose the construction of
nuclear plants for reasons of safety. Many others oppose coal mining methods that
scar and leave the land snireclailned

Another factor which has affected availability of fossil fuels is the tremendous in-
crease in the demand for these energy sources to be used for nonfuel pLtposes. For
example. gas"-is .used in the manufacture of synthetic rubber, oil and water-based
paint. dishg. indigo dyes;paper coatings, plastics, explosives, carbonated beverages,
antifreeze, aerosols. films and vinegars.

LEARNING ACTIVITIES:

Students may

I, Study and report on legislative measures dealing with energy. Discuss the pros and
cons of these proposed policies

Research and report on the effects of governmental air quality control on the use and
availability of coal, oil and natural gas

Write news articles on governmental policies that both encourage the development of
domestic energy supplies and yet maintain environmental stwIdards.
Have a panel discussion on the .relative importance' of using nonrenewable fossil
energy sources as fuels versus saving them for nonfuel purposes.
Discuss the alternatives in the manufacture of various products if nonrenewable fossil
fuels are reserved strictly for fuel purposes.

Discuss the positive and negative aspects.of lowering air quality control standards for
automobile manufacturers, steel manufacturers, and other industries in the interest of
corferving fuel.

Make iecommendations for legislation that would encourage exploration for new
energy reserves in the United States as well- as the expansion of domestic refinery
capacities Base recommendations on cur,setit iourhai and newspaper articlesand in-

.

terviews with relevant resource people.

Discuss the responsibility of the American oil industriessin helping to'solve thenergy
problem.

Concept D. What We Can Learn From the Energy Crisis

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE:

To *make the students aaare of what the energy crisis is.all about arid what we can learn
from it.

POINTS FOREMPHASIS:

The following circumstances set the stage for The energy crisis'

the.constantty increasing demand for more and 'more oil within the United States,
.-

domestic supplies of oil which were too low to Meet the domestic demand, and
the need to import oil and natural gas t() meet energy requirements.

....
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The Middle East oil embargo heightened the Impact of our growing energy problem.

The energycrisis has emphasized three needs clearly:

1 The necessity for opr nation to become self-sufficient in meeting our energy needs.

2 The necessity of our finding new, renewable energy sources and developing feast-
, ble techniques for their utilization so that we are prepared when our supplies of;

fossil fuels are exhausted.

3 The need to conserve our fossil fuel supplies as long as postible so that we have ,
more time to research and perfect techniques of utilizing new energy sources.

LEARNING ACTIVITIES:

8

.

Students may: .
_

interview members-O f their community to determine what they feel are the cause and
the significance of the energy crisis. On the basis of the data the students collect, trip
May write a newspaper article which will help to clarify the energy crisis for the com-
munity.

Write an editorial on 'What's Good About the Energy Crisis.-

Have a panel discussion on the importance of conserving our fossil fuels to

alloW us more time to develop new energy sources as fuels, and
I.

save fossil fuels for nonfuel production purposes.

Develop and utilize inyentories.to determine how energy is wasted at horfie and in
publiC places.

Write a paper on the problems of convincing all citizens that there is an energy crisis
and that each must make personal sacrifices to conserve energy. Propose solutions to
overcome theje problems.

. .

Discussthe dynamics of human interaction in terms of the energy crisis and its short
and long range solutions. Include self-interest, as compared to cooperation on an in-

' dividual, national and interrratikal basis.
,

Simulate a Senate subcommittee investigating the possibilities of outlawing night
baseball. Indianapolis.500, domed stadiums (like the Astrodome), late night TV, and

-other energy- consuming recreation.

Petition grocery stores to stop wrapping and packaging food in useless cOntaihers
heads of lettuce in polyethylene, pork chops on styrofoam trays which then are
wrapped. and the like. s.

Conduct and publish a study of ho w businesses and Industries/are cutting .back orr
energy use Prepare a similar study on energy cutbacks by institutions such as schools
and hospitals.

Use statistical data to predic t energy consumption trends.

Depelop value objectives for forming an individual energy conservation ethic.

.

-.
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UNIT 4: WHAT WE CAN DO TO IMPROVE THE
SITUATION OF TODAY AND OF THE FUTURE

UNIT PURPOSE:

1

To make students aware of what needs to be done and how they may help to improve the
energy situation today and in the future.

ENABLING CONCEPTS:

A What we can do to ease the energy shoilage today

What we can do to prepare for the future

Concept A. What We Can Do 4p Ease the Energy
Shortage Today

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE:

To make students aware of how they can ease the energy shortage today through helping
to decrease the demand for energy.

POINTS FOR EMPHASIS:

It is important to conserve our fossil fuels for two major reasons:

to give us more time to identify new energy sources and to develop the technology
. Lrequired to convert these new energy sources into useful work, and

to save as much of our fossil fuel supply as possible for nonfuel purposes.

As individuals we can do mahy things tq conserve energy. For example, we can boycott
or discourage use of machines that are not designed to use energy efficiently.
It is important 'to compare how efficiently different brands of a product use energy
before deciding which brand w buy. If everyone .did this, it would encourage manufac-
turers to develop products which use energy efficiently.

Another very important factor contributing to the tremendous demand for energy is
thaymany Americans waste energy. We tend to waste energy by using nonhuman
energy to do things that we could do just as well ourselves or to produce things that
we don't really need, and by such things as leaving the lights or TV on wherrTwe are
not using them.

LEARNING ACTIVITIES:

Students may

Research and prepare repotts on the relative efficiency of different brandsof the same
product Each student (or small group of students) may research a different product
and design and print a report on the composite findings of the 'class to distribute to
other students and parents. (Student version of Energy Consumer Report.)

Design brochures to inform the public about what they can do to ease energy demand.

Set up personal .energy conservation goals. Conduct .periodic checks to determine
whether or not those goals are being attained
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Consult issues of Consumer Report or other sirrhlar publications to investigate the
means by which consumer products are tested for efficiency. Some -of.these methods

.may then be adapted so that students can conduct simple tests for efficiency within
the classroom.

Hold class and student council meetings to propose and adopt, thrugh Student vote,
methods of conserving energy within the schools Elect a school -,e ergy conservation
committee.

Conduct and publish the results of community surveys. Example. how many.cars pass
a designated point with a driver but no passengers?

Learn to read electric and gas meters to determine home use

Concept B. What We Can Do to Prepare for the Future

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE:
3

To make students aware of what needs to be done and how they can help to insure-the
availability of energy sources in the future.

POINT FOR EMPHASIS:

Regardless of how well we conserve our nonrenewable- energy sources,eventually
they will run out We need to start to prepare for the future now. We need to research
and develop renewable energy sources for the future. 06i/eloping new, rerifiwable
energy sources sufficient to meet our national-needs is a phenomenal task thainill re-
quire a great deal of time. Conserving energy today will .give us moretime, but only a
wholehearted national commitment to energy conservation will solve the problem.

LEARNING ACTIVITIES:

Students may:

Write editorials to urge the general public to conserve-energy..

Interview community members to find out how ;hey feel about.the taxpayer's dollars
going for research related to finding new energy sources., On the bails of the inter-
views, students may write editorials to convince the community of the importance of
research in this area.,

, .
Write to their congressman to find out what legjslation has been passed or is beiri
proposed to help insure adeqote, available, usable energysources fpr the future.

Talk to service clubs, individually or in teams, concerning the energy problem.

Qevelop individual science projects related to the various aspects of the energy
problem. 3

Interview members of the community who work in edeigy-related occupations. Use
the telephone directdry and warn ads as a survey source to -identify energy-related
careers.

0
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rules
to help conserve fuel

in schools

2
3
4

.Lower thermostat settings .to
"sweater comfort heating.

Avoid blocking heating vents or air
ieturn grills with furniture oriclrapes.

Control room temperatures with
thermokats, not by opening: .
windows.

Use limited number bf outaidc -doors
keep doors dosed when not in use.

Reduce freshair ventilation
to the minimum required by
state and local codes.

Turn of unused lights and
'electrical equipment

I

Establish a programpf ptevent4
fra-'rite narce for heatIng, water
taatr.g and food serv."--:de eqL4Trent

COOPERATION CONSERVES ENEriGr, .
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rules
to help conserve fuel

in schools

5

4

1 Lower thermostat settings to
"sweater comfort" heating...

2
3
4

7

Avoid blocking heating vents or air
return 'drills with furniture ortirapes.

.

Control room temperatures with
thermostats, not by opening-
windows.

r

Use limited number of -outsjde doors
keep doofs closed when- not in use.

Reduce.freshair ventilation
to the.minithum required by .

state and local codes.
e

Turn oft unused lights and
electrical equipment

Establish a 'program-of preventive
tnaintenance fors- heating, water .

heating and food service equipment.

COOPERATION CONSERVES ENE1GY!
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